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Abstract

This Article analyzes deepening insolvency, an increasingly influential theory of corporate injury in litigation involving
insolvent corporations. The case law presents two versions of deepening insolvency. The first version presents an application
of some well-established corporate finance theory: wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt may inflict costs of financial distress
on a corporation, including administrative costs of bankruptcy and decline in assets and profits resulting from damage to the
corporation's reputation. This first version fits easily with traditional understandings of corporate injury. The second version
presents the amount of the corporation's wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt itself as a measure of the corporation's harm,
a notion unsupported in financial economics, inconsistent with traditional understandings of corporate injury, and generally
incompatible with the economic functions of corporate injury.

I conclude that the second version of the theory is the product either of judicial misunderstanding or a judicial attempt to avoid
Supreme Court precedent that prohibits bankruptcy trustees from bringing damages claims on behalf of defrauded creditors.
I ask whether it nevertheless makes sense to allow trustees, receivers, and creditors' committees to pursue damages claims
indirectly on behalf of creditors by recharacterizing wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as corporate injury. Consistent with
existing law, I find good reasons not to allow such claims. Allowing trustees, receivers, and creditors' committees to pursue
claims for wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt recharacterized as corporate injury does not better compensate victims or better
deter wrongdoing than requiring defrauded creditors to bring those claims on their own.
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*466  I. Introduction

This Article analyzes deepening insolvency, an increasingly influential approach to corporate injury in litigation involving

insolvent corporations. 1  In a typical deepening insolvency case, an insolvent corporation's trustee, receiver, or creditors'
committee, standing legally in the insolvent corporation's shoes, sues the corporation's insiders and *467  its deep-pocket
outside professionals (e.g., the corporation's auditors, lawyers, and underwriters) alleging that the defendants injured the
corporation through wrongdoing that caused the corporation to incur unpayable debt that deepened the corporation's

insolvency. 2

Part II examines the deepening insolvency case law. Deepening insolvency originated as a way for courts to avoid imputing

the wrongdoing of corporate directors and officers to a bankrupt plaintiff corporation. 3  It subsequently evolved to a theory of

standing and measurement of damages. 4  Finally, it morphed into an independent cause of action for deepening insolvency 5  that

requires a plaintiff to show “fraudulent expansion of corporate debt and prolongation of corporate life.” 6  These cases present
two versions of deepening insolvency. The first version presents an application of well-established corporate finance theory:
wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt may inflict costs of financial distress on a corporation, including administrative costs of

bankruptcy and declines in assets and profits from reputation and other losses. 7  The second version presents the amount of the

corporation's wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt itself as a measure of the corporation's harm. 8

Part III compares the two versions of deepening insolvency against traditional corporate doctrine and the economic functions
of corporate injury. Traditionally, the law recognizes corporate injury when wrongdoing impairs the value of a corporation's

assets or profits. 9  This focus is easily understood by reference to the economic functions of corporate injury. By requiring a
legally-distinct corporation (and not legally-distinct creditors and/or shareholders) to recover exclusively for injuries to assets
or profits, the concept of corporate injury makes it possible: (1) to protect the going concern value of the corporation; (2) to

raise debt financing by maintaining creditor priority; and (3) to contract through the corporate form. 10

The first version of deepening insolvency, the view that wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt may cause declines in assets and
profits by inflicting costs of financial distress, fits easily with traditional understandings of corporate injury and the economic

functions that support those understandings. 11  The second version of deepening insolvency, the view that adopts the amount
of the corporation's wrongfully-incurred *468  unpayable debt as a measure of corporate injury, does not fit with traditional
understandings of corporate injury; indeed, plaintiffs will pursue wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a damages theory only
when the amount of the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt exceeds the corporation's provable wrongful declines in corporate

assets or profits. 12
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Despite the poor fit of wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt with corporate injury, there is, for some at least, a “common
sense” appeal to using the amount of the corporation's wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a measure of corporate injury. I
examine that appeal, focusing on easily-missed distinctions between a natural person's experience of debt and insolvency and
a corporation's experience of the same. I then explain why the common sense appeal of wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt
as a theory of corporate injury is fallacious.

In Part IV, I assume that the second version of deepening insolvency is really just a judicial attempt to recharacterize wrongfully-
incurred unpayable debt as a corporate injury to avoid restrictions in current law that will not allow a trustee or receiver to
pursue damages claims directly on behalf of defrauded creditors. I ask whether we can justify such efforts on compensation or
deterrence grounds. I conclude that judicial recharacterization of wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as corporate injury serves
neither compensation nor deterrence goals. Indeed, pursuing such actions through the corporation will, in general, either under-
compensate the true victims of wrongdoing or subject the wrongdoer to at least some amount of double-recovery. Pursuing such
actions through the corporation will not better deter wrongdoing, because trustees, receivers, and creditors' committees are not in
the best position to bring the highly individualized actions for fraud that underlie most plausible actions for wrongfully-incurred
unpayable debt. Indeed, vesting such actions with the corporation may actually hinder litigation by better positioned plaintiffs
and may also decrease the incentive for innocent creditors to monitor the corporation to prevent wrongdoing. I conclude that
deepening insolvency makes sense only in its first form--the form that presents the costs of financial distress as potential injury
caused by wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt--and not in the form that presents wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt itself as
a measure of corporate injury.

II. The Deepening Insolvency Cases

In this Part, I examine the deepening insolvency cases. Deepening insolvency theories originated in efforts to avoid imputing
the wrongdoing of corporate directors and officers to a bankrupt plaintiff corporation by invoking the so-called “adverse interest

exception,” evolved to a theory of standing and damages, and finally “morphed” 13  into an independent cause of action. During
this development, two versions of deepening insolvency emerge. The first version presents an application of well-established
corporate finance theory: wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt may cause costs of financial distress, including administrative

costs of bankruptcy and declines in assets and profits from loss *469  of reputation and other losses. 14  The second version
presents the amount of the corporation's wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a measure of the corporation's harm. These two
versions of deepening insolvency theory fit very differently with traditional understandings of corporate injury, a comparison
I turn to in Part III.

A. The Origins of Deepening Insolvency: Avoiding the Adverse Interest Exception

1. Imputation and the Adverse Interest Exception

Deepening insolvency theories originate in the application of agency law to determine what a (principal) corporation “does”
and “knows” through the actions and knowledge of its (agents) directors and officers. Like other agents, the knowledge and
actions of corporate directors and officers are imputable to their principal, the corporation, under rules of imputation from

agency law. 15  By providing the rules that determine what the corporation knows and does, the rules of imputation take on

special importance when corporate directors and officers participate in wrongdoing. 16  If a court imputes the actions and
knowledge of the corporation's directors and officers to the corporation, then the corporation generally cannot recover for its

losses from other participants in the wrongdoing. 17  For example, under the doctrine of in pari delicto, 18  one wrongdoer (here,

the corporation) generally cannot recover from a mutual wrongdoer *470  (e.g., the corporation's auditor). 19  If the corporation
avoids imputation of the knowledge and actions of its wrongdoing agents, however, then the doctrine of in pari delicto does not
apply and the corporation (as principal) is legally innocent of the wrongdoing. This result allows the corporation to sue third
parties who, allegedly, were negligent in performing their services and/or aided and abetted the wrongdoing of the corporation's
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directors and officers. The preferred targets are then the corporation's deep pocket (or heavily insured) professional firms like
underwriters, law firms, and auditing firms.

What determines whether courts impute the knowledge and actions of wrongdoing agents to the corporate principal? The general
rule is that courts will impute the actions and knowledge of a corporation's officers (and/or its directors) to the corporation where

the corporate officers act (a) in the course of their employment and (b) for the benefit of the corporation. 20  This general rule of
imputation is subject to an exception known as the “adverse interest exception.” Under the adverse interest exception, courts will
not impute the actions and knowledge of a corporation's officers to the corporation if those corporate officers were acting adverse
to the corporation. Under the law of most states, the corporate officers must be acting completely adverse to the corporation;
the adverse interest exception does not apply where the corporate officer acts both for his own interests (including actions taken
for the purpose of earning or increasing his compensation from the corporation) and for the corporation's interests, even when

his personal interests are primary. 21  The trick for a corporate plaintiff who wants to avoid imputation of the wrongdoing of its
own directors and officers is to demonstrate that those directors and officers were acting completely adverse to the corporation's
interests. The deepening insolvency theory has its roots in the adverse interest problem.

2. Deepening Insolvency and the Adverse Interest Problem

Consider the problem faced by a bankrupt corporation now in the hands of a receiver or trustee who seeks to recover against
outside professionals for participating with corporate insiders in damaging the company. Those outside professionals are likely

to invoke the in pari delicto doctrine in their defense, usually as early as a motion to dismiss. 22  To invoke the doctrine, the
defendants must show that, even if they engaged in *471  wrongdoing, they did so (often the complaint itself will allege that
the defendants did so) alongside culpable corporate directors and officers. If the defendants can establish that those directors
and officers acted (a) in the course of their employment and (b) for at least the partial benefit of the corporation (in most cases,
demonstrating that the directors and officers were acting in the course of their employment is easy), then the defendants may

be home free. 23

Suppose, as is often alleged, the wrongdoing involved financial misrepresentations that allowed the corporation to raise money
it otherwise could not have raised. Is such a wrongfully-incurred and unpayable debt sufficient to constitute the sort of partial
benefit that will prevent a court from applying the adverse interest exception? In re Investors Funding Corp. of N.Y. Sec.

Litig. 24  addressed that issue, and has become an influential, if sometimes misunderstood, case in the deepening insolvency
line. In Investors Funding, corporate insiders committed large-scale fraud that allowed them to loot their corporation and cover

up their prior mismanagement. 25  The corporation eventually went bankrupt and the bankruptcy trustee brought suit against

Peat Marwick, the corporation's auditor. 26

The trustee alleged that Peat Marwick failed to conduct its audits of the corporation's financial statements in accordance with
the appropriate standard of care, Generally Accepted Auditing Standards, and that those negligent audits allowed the insiders'

fraud to go undiscovered. 27  Peat Marwick argued that the complaint had alleged benefit to the corporation since it contained
allegations that the scheme allowed the corporation to raise money it otherwise would not have been able to raise, prolonging

the corporation's life well beyond its point of insolvency. 28  Peat Marwick agreed that the complaint contained allegations
that the insiders had misappropriated funds from the corporation, but believed that these misappropriations were “relatively

insignificant in comparison with the overall scheme to keep IFC afloat” 29  and constituted partial benefit to the corporation
requiring imputation that would bar suit against the auditor. Peat Marwick further argued that if the court accepted the argument
that the prolongation of the corporation's life through wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt was at least of partial benefit to the
corporation, and the insiders had obtained that partial benefit through their wrongdoing (and in the course of their employment),
then the court should impute the wrongdoing to the corporation and hold that the corporation would be unable to recover against

Peat Marwick. 30
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Peat Marwick's argument fell flat, since the court found that wrongfully-incurred *472  unpayable debt did not benefit a
corporation simply by extending its life:

A corporation is not a biological entity for which it can be presumed that any act which extends its existence
is beneficial to it. The complaint plainly alleges that, as a result of the [corporate insiders'] practices, [the
corporation's] financial situation was caused to deteriorate even further after 1971. Accepting the allegations of
the complaint as true, it is manifest that the prolonged artificial solvency of [the corporation] benefited only the

[corporate insiders] and their confederates, not [the corporation]. 31

It is interesting to note what the court did not say about deepening insolvency. The court plainly rejected the argument that
the corporation necessarily benefited from its own deepening insolvency if it prolonged the corporation's life, but the court did
not say that the deepening insolvency necessarily harmed the corporation either. Instead, the court arguably found only that the
prolonging of the corporation's life was neutral--since the corporation was not a biological entity, there was no independent value
in more corporate “life”--and the real question was what happened to the corporation's assets. Finding that the corporation's
insiders had looted and mismanaged the corporation's assets, the court applied the adverse interest exception to bar imputation

and allow the lawsuit to proceed against Peat Marwick. 32  Several courts have followed a similar course, distinguishing acts
that deepened the insolvency of the corporation from acts that looted its assets, without necessarily embracing any independent

harm of the deepening insolvency itself. 33

Three years later, the Seventh Circuit cited Investors Funding for a much broader proposition. Schacht v. Brown 34  involved an
alleged scheme to misrepresent the financial condition of a failing insurer in order to drain it of “its more profitable and less risky

business and over $3,000,000 in income.” 35  The failed insurer's receiver sued allegedly complicit reinsurers that facilitated

the alleged looting and auditors who allegedly failed *473  to catch the fraud. 36  The defendants argued that the court should

impute the corporate insiders' wrongdoing to the corporation and bar the suit from proceeding. 37  This was essentially the same
argument that the defendant had advanced in Investors Funding. As in Investors Funding, Judge Wood found no benefit to the
corporation from the deepening insolvency that prolonged the corporation's life, finding that the prolongation only benefited
the insiders who then looted the insurer and covered up, if only temporarily, their wrongdoing:

Defendants argue nonetheless that since the alleged fraudulent scheme had the effect of continuing Reserve's
active corporate existence past the point of insolvency to the detriment of outside creditors and policyholders,
Reserve was pro tanto benefited. But the fact that Reserve's existence may have been artificially prolonged pales
in comparison with the real damage allegedly inflicted by the diminution of its assets and income. Under such
circumstances, the prolonged artificial insolvency of Reserve benefited only Reserve's managers and the other
alleged conspirators, not the corporation (citing Investors Funding). More colloquially put, if defendants' position

were accepted, the possession of such “friends” as Reserve had would certainly obviate the need for enemies. 38

At this point, Schacht looked much like Investors Funding: a liquidator standing in the corporation's shoes accusing corporate
insiders of looting the corporation and accusing outside auditors of failing to conduct audits with the appropriate standard of
care that otherwise would have exposed the underlying scheme and caused its end. Again, the court found no partial benefit
to the corporation from prolonged life and also found looting that was adverse to the corporation's interests. The court thus

refused to impute the wrongdoing to the corporation to save the defendants from liability. 39  The *474  analysis might have
ended there--that was enough, as Investors Funding showed, to allow the case to proceed against third-party professionals--but
Judge Wood went much further, suggesting that a corporation is necessarily damaged if it becomes more insolvent, a large step

that the Investor's Funding court had not taken: 40
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Alternatively, to the extent that the cited cases suggest that a corporation may not sue to recover damages resulting
from the fraudulent prolongation of its life past insolvency, we decline to speculate that the Illinois courts would
accept this restriction on the Director's freedom of action. For each of these cases rests upon a seriously flawed
assumption, i.e., that the fraudulent prolongation of a corporation's life beyond insolvency is automatically to be
considered a benefit to the corporation's interests. This premise collides with common sense, for the corporate
body is ineluctably damaged by the deepening of its insolvency, through increased exposure to creditor liability.
Indeed, in most cases, it would be crucial that the insolvency of the corporation be disclosed, so that shareholders

may exercise their right to dissolve the corporation in order to cut their losses. 41

The quoted passage presents, and perhaps mixes, two separate propositions. The first proposition, that deepening insolvency is

not automatically to be considered a benefit to the corporation, was the finding in Investors Funding, 42  and it is hard to read

any of the cases that Judge Wood rejected to take the opposite view. 43  What could more fairly be *475  said of prior case law
was that deepening insolvency could not automatically be considered a benefit because it might simply facilitate looting, which

everyone could agree was not a benefit to the corporation. 44

Judge Wood's second proposition is different. Starting with Investors Funding's rejection of the idea “that the fraudulent
prolongation of a corporation's life beyond insolvency is automatically to be considered a benefit to the corporation's

interests,” 45  Judge Wood then articulated the view that “the corporate body is ineluctably damaged by the deepening of its

insolvency, through increased exposure to creditor liability.” 46  Plain on the face of the proposition is the view that deepening

insolvency not only is not beneficial, it is “ineluctably” (i.e., inevitably) harmful. 47

Think a little about the proposition that deepening insolvency necessarily harms a corporation, however, and some interesting
questions emerge. Insolvency, even deep insolvency, is just the difference between a corporation's debts and the (smaller) value

of the corporation's assets available to pay that debt; 48  indeed, insolvency measures the exact amount of that underpayment and
thus the amount of loss to legally-distinct creditors. Was Judge Wood suggesting that the amount of the insolvency attributable
to wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt (i.e., the amount of increased exposure to creditor liability was the measure of the harm
to the corporation)? If so, how can the exact amount of losses to certain legally-distinct creditors--those owed money under the
wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt--simultaneously measure the exact amount of the corporation's injury, especially where
the corporation (virtually by definition) never paid the debt? Or did Judge Wood intend something else--perhaps that increased

exposure to creditor liability would cause some other distinct and separate injury to the corporation? 49  *476  Schacht's
statement that the prolongation of the corporation's life “pale[d] in comparison with the real damage allegedly inflicted by the

diminution of its assets and income” 50  would seem to suggest a concern with the corporation's assets and profits, not its unpaid
debt, at least as a matter of damages. In the end, the opinion is simply unclear, though several courts have subsequently found

that deepening insolvency is enough to defeat imputation, without necessarily saying why. 51

B. Evolution of the Deepening Insolvency Theory: To Standing and Damages

Schacht's view of deepening insolvency, that it was not just neutral (i.e., neither benefit nor harm) but rather was inescapable
evidence of corporate injury, soon appeared as a new injury to give trustees and receivers standing to bring lawsuits and a new

easy measure of damages. 52  Consider the New York case of Corcoran v. Hall. 53  In Corcoran, the Superintendent of Insurance

of the State of New York sued auditor Touche Ross for $140,000,000, the full amount of a failed insurer's insolvency. 54  Touche

Ross argued that the Superintendent had no standing to sue for liabilities that the wrongdoing imposed on the insurer. 55  The

court disagreed, 56  finding that Touche Ross's claim of no injury *477  “belies the very reality that [the insolvent insurer]
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no longer exists as a consequence of the failure to check the spread of the financial ills when the company might have been

saved[. . . .]” 57  Recall how Investor's Funding had rejected the notion that the corporation was a “biological entity” that

benefited from prolonged life? 58  Corcoran now seemed to argue the opposite, asserting that a corporation killed by its own

insolvency must surely have been injured. 59

Invoking “deepening insolvency” became a way for courts to reinforce other actionable allegations of injury without necessarily

specifying the harm resulting from deepening insolvency. In McHale v. Huff, 60  for example, the plaintiff, a court-appointed
administrator, brought claims on behalf of a corporation against insiders who caused the corporation to operate at a loss and who
had taken large salaries and loans from the corporation's assets. The court cited Investor's Funding and Schacht to reinforce its
determination that the losses and the misappropriation of assets harmed the injured the corporation, giving it standing to sue. “A
corporation is damaged where its officers and directors fraudulently conceal its insolvency and allow the corporation to continue

incurring more and more debt and become more and more insolvent.” 61  Similarly, in Amfesco Industries, Inc. v. Greenblatt, 62

the court invoked the deepening insolvency rationale to shore up allegations of waste and corporate mismanagement: “[i]t has
been held that ‘the fraudulent inflation of the assets of a going concern with the purpose and effect of disguising its insolvency

so that it will continue in a losing business is a tortious and measurable wrong to the company.”’ 63  Several other courts have

suggested, if not held, that deepening insolvency may constitute actionable injury without specifying exactly why. 64

*478  Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors v. R.F. Lafferty & Co., Inc. 65  was arguably the first case to propose a
coherent theory of the actual injury from deepening insolvency. In Lafferty, the Third Circuit addressed whether an allegation
of “deepening insolvency” was sufficient to give a debtor standing in federal court. The court concluded that the plaintiff had
standing in federal court if deepening insolvency was a viable theory of injury under Pennsylvania law. Finding no state or
federal interpretations of Pennsylvania law on the point, the court went in search of applicable Pennsylvania law. After invoking

the federal bankruptcy code definition of “insolvent” for some initial guidance, 66  the court turned next to financial economics.

Financial economists have long studied the possibility that financial distress (including, but not limited to, actual insolvency) can

inflict costs of financial distress on a corporation. 67  Costs of financial distress may include the direct legal and administrative
expenses of preparing for, avoiding, entering, and living in formal bankruptcy proceedings, as well as loss of value from the
impact the expectation of insolvency may have on the corporation's customers, employees, and suppliers. In Lafferty, the court
adopted a textbook version of this notion, citing to relevant portions of a leading corporate finance textbook:

Even when a corporation is insolvent, its corporate property may have value. The fraudulent and concealed
incurrence of debt can damage that value in several ways. For example, to the extent that bankruptcy is not
already a certainty, the incurrence of debt can force an insolvent corporation into bankruptcy, thus inflicting
legal and administrative costs on the corporation. See Richard A. Brealey & Stewart C. Myers, Principles of
Corporate *479  Finance 487 (5th ed. 1996) (“By issuing risky debt, [a corporation] gives lawyers and the
court system a claim on the firm if it defaults.”). When brought on by unwieldy debt, bankruptcy also creates
operational limitations which hurt a corporation's ability to run its business in a profitable manner. See id. at
488-89. Aside from causing actual bankruptcy, deepening insolvency can undermine a corporation's relationships
with its customers, suppliers, and employees. The very threat of bankruptcy, brought about through fraudulent
debt, can shake the confidence of parties dealing with the corporation, calling into question its ability to perform,
thereby damaging the corporation's assets, the value of which often depends on the performance of other parties. . . .
In addition, prolonging an insolvent corporation's life through bad debt may simply cause the dissipation of
corporate assets. These harms can be averted, and the value within an insolvent corporation salvaged, if the

corporation is dissolved in a timely manner, rather than kept afloat with spurious debt. 68
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Applying this correct reading of textbook corporate finance, the Lafferty court reasoned that if corporate financial economists
had found empirical support for the idea that insolvency can inflict costs of financial distress on a corporation, then a plaintiff

corporation's allegation of such injuries ought to be sufficient to give the plaintiff standing. 69  As with Investor's Funding,
however, a careful look at what the court did not say about deepening insolvency is instructive: the court did not say that the
injury to the corporation in a deepening insolvency case was the amount of the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt. This is
probably because the Lafferty court had turned to financial economics for help, and one would search the relevant financial
economic literature in vain for any suggestion that the amount of a corporation's unpayable debt is ever a measure of the costs of

financial distress. 70  Instead, as the court's quote demonstrates, financial economists identify the effect that financial distress has
on a corporation's assets and profits. Indeed, elsewhere in its opinion, the Lafferty court implied that the *480  amount of the
wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt would not be the proper measure of injury from deepening insolvency. In analyzing whether
the corporation's alleged injuries were identical to those of the creditors (which would, as discussed below, be insufficient to give
the corporation standing since the corporation's trustee could not assert the creditors' direct claims under controlling Supreme

Court precedent 71 ), the court agreed with the district court's analysis that “the most obvious damages were those sustained by

creditors . . . .” 72  The “obvious” damage to a creditor is the nonpayment of the creditor's debt, suggesting that the Lafferty
court never intended to endorse the corporation's wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a measure of its injury.

Few courts seem to realize that Lafferty did not endorse the idea that wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt, per se, measures
injury to a corporation. Lafferty soon spawned cases presenting a second version of the deepening insolvency theory: a version
where the corporation asserts the amount of its wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as evidence of injury and the measure of

damages. For example, in In re Flagship Healthcare, Inc., 73  a bankruptcy court cited Lafferty to adopt a deepening insolvency
theory, but then stated that “the additional debt incurred [after the corporation was insolvent], and allegedly as a result of the

Defendants' negligence, may provide a measure of damages recoverable by the Trustee.” 74  Similarly, in Bookland of Maine v.

Baker, Newman & Noyes, 75  the District Court of Maine cited Investor's Funding, 76  Schacht, 77  and Flagship 78  in explaining

jury instructions that unquestionably allowed the jury to award the amount of unpaid debt as damages to the corporation. 79

Given the Third Circuit's notable citation of relevant corporate finance theory to support its analysis of the deepening insolvency
theory and the complete absence from that key passage of any suggestion that wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt is itself a
measure of a corporation's injury, how have subsequent courts apparently interpreted Lafferty to say otherwise? The problem
may be that immediately after the above-quoted portion, the Third Circuit quoted at length Schacht's “collides with common

sense” passage, 80  which was itself quite ambiguous on the nature of the injury from deepening insolvency. Without saying so
directly, the Lafferty court produced an opinion that has *481  been read incorrectly to endorse wrongfully-incurred unpayable
debt as a measure of injury to a corporation.

C. Deepening Insolvency As A Cause of Action

Lafferty's analysis is beginning to have far-reaching effects for another reason. In Lafferty, the Third Circuit interpreted
Pennsylvania law not just to recognize deepening insolvency as an injury that could give a plaintiff corporation standing (the
only thing really needed for its holding) under any cause of action, but that “the Pennsylvania Supreme Court would provide a

remedy by recognizing a cause of action for that injury.” 81  In Florida Dep't of Ins. v. Chase Bank of Texas Nat'l Ass'n., 82  for
example, the Fifth Circuit read Lafferty to hold “that Pennsylvania's Supreme Court would recognize a ‘deepening insolvency’

cause of action.” 83  Discussing the “trend toward recognizing ‘deepening insolvency’ as a cause of action” the court noted that
“[d]amages are measured by the dissipation of assets or increased debt load occurring after the false representation of solvency

was made.” 84  Interestingly, the Fifth Circuit's view of deepening insolvency appears to allow either version of deepening

insolvency theory. In In re Exide Techs., Inc., 85  the Bankruptcy Court for the District of Delaware followed Lafferty's rationale
in holding that, like Pennsylvania, “Delaware's Supreme Court would recognize a claim for deepening insolvency when there

has been harm to corporate property.” 86  Exide's reference to “corporate property” suggests that the court was focused on
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corporate assets, not debt. In Corporate Aviation Concepts, Inc. v. Multi-Service Aviation Corp., 87  the Federal District Court
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania interpreted Lafferty to hold that the tort of deepening insolvency “requires a showing
of ‘fraudulent expansion of corporate debt and prolongation of corporate life”’ but the opinion is unclear on the measure of the

damages that would apply in such a claim. 88

Thus, deepening insolvency develops considerably from Investor's Funding 89  to Corporate Aviation. 90  More specifically,
deepening insolvency develops from a theory of *482  what does not benefit a corporation (a weak statement), to a theory of
what does harm to a corporation (a strong statement), to a theory of standing and damages, and finally embodies an independent

cause of action. During this development, two versions of deepening insolvency emerge. In the first version, the Lafferty 91

view, the deepening insolvency theory presents an application of well-established corporate finance theory. In this theory,
wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt may cause costs of financial distress, including administrative costs of bankruptcy, declines

in assets, profits from reputation, and other losses. In the second version, that suggested in Flagship, 92  Bookland, 93  and the

Fifth Circuit's Florida Department of Insurance, 94  the deepening insolvency theory presents the amount of the corporation's
wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt itself as a measure of the corporation's harm to the corporation. This is a significantly

different notion to that which the Lafferty 95  court adopted.

III. The Two Versions of Deepening Insolvency: Some Doctrinal and Economic Analysis

The deepening insolvency theory proposes that wrongdoing injures a corporation if it leaves the corporation with wrongfully-
incurred unpayable debt. However, two very different versions of the theory appear in the present case law. In one version,
the deepening insolvency theory proposes that wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt may inflict costs of financial distress on
a corporation. These costs include administrative costs of bankruptcy, declines in assets, profits from reputation, and other
losses. In a second version, the deepening insolvency theory proposes that the amount of the corporation's wrongfully-incurred
unpayable debt is itself a measure of the corporation's harm. How do these different notions of deepening insolvency fit with
traditional understandings of corporate injury and the economic functions that the concept of corporate injury serves?

A. Corporate and Noncorporate Injury: Some Doctrinal Basics

A fundamental problem in corporate law has always been to understand the role of corporate “personhood”--when and why
do we need a legal fiction distinct and separate from the corporation's stakeholders, including its shareholders, creditors, and
employees? A noticeable but unemphasized example of corporate personhood is the law's recognition of corporate injury
distinct from injury to others. The law declares the corporate person as “a separate entity distinct from its officers, directors, or

investors” 96  and characterizes *483  corporate injury as “independent and separate from the claims of shareholders, creditors,

and others.” 97  Determining when a corporation is or is not injured determines whether that corporation (as opposed to others,
like its shareholders, creditors, or employees) has legal standing to pursue the wrongs that caused the injury, and at the same
time narrows the type of injuries that fact finders may measure to determine the extent of damages, among other possible

remedies. 98  Review of the case law demonstrates that corporate injuries almost always declines the value of the corporation's

assets, including lost profits, looting, waste, and mismanagement. 99

1. Corporate Injuries: Injuries to Corporate Assets or Profits

Corporations, commercial ones at least, usually seek to make profits, i.e., to generate an excess of value (to which the corporation
maintains title or control) over the costs that the corporation incurred in generating that value. Making profits generally requires
that the corporation engage in production of goods or services and use (through holding title, leasing, or otherwise) of at
least some productive assets. Traditional corporate injuries are typically traceable either to misappropriation of or harm to the
productive assets (or the cash needed to buy them) or harm to the potential fruits of those assets (profits, cash flow, etc.). For
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example, courts hold almost universally that wrongdoing that deprives a corporation of profits it otherwise would have earned

injures that corporation, and that shareholders, creditors, and employees lack direct standing to bring lost profits claims. 100

Similarly, if professionals are negligent in providing services to a corporation, then the corporation can recover for out-of-pocket

expenses paid for negligent work and declines *484  in the value of corporate property associated with the negligence. 101

Waste is another corporate injury, occurring when a corporation's “board irrationally squanders corporate assets-- for example,

where the challenged transaction served no corporate purpose or where the corporation received no consideration at all.” 102

As well, gross mismanagement that depletes a corporation's assets results in a corporate injury. 103  Similarly, looting and

embezzlement of the corporation's assets are corporate injuries. 104  Courts hold that similar misappropriations of assets are

also corporate injuries. 105

2. Noncorporate Injuries: No Injury to Corporate Assets or Profits

In contrast to corporate injuries, noncorporate injuries are associated with a negative impact to the value or rights of a
corporation without an associated decrease in the value of the corporation's assets or profits. For example, courts typically find

that fraud or nondisclosure to shareholders, even if it affects all shareholders equally, 106  is *485  noncorporate injury. 107

Shareholder claims for dilution are noncorporate, 108  as are claims for interference with a shareholder's right to vote or receive

information, 109  and shareholder claims for breach of contracts of which they are named, individual parties. 110

B. The Economic Functions of Corporate Injury

What explains the traditional characterization of injuries as “corporate” when the injuries are to corporate assets or profits?
Some economic analysis sheds light on the issue, especially since, as legal fictions (or, at least, as legal forms without cognitive

experience), 111  corporations do not feel injury (emotional, financial, or physical) from legal wrongs; thus, actual cognitive

experience of loss from declines in assets or profits is not a plausible explanation. 112  Indeed, corporations are, by their nature,
associations of other natural or legal persons and every injury to a corporation has a pass-through quality; every corporate injury

is eventually traceable to its financial impact on some or all of those who have associated themselves for corporate purposes. 113

Why not have those pass-through victims (including the corporation's shareholders and creditors) seek their redress directly?

*486  The economic functions of corporate injury help us understand the focus on corporate assets and profits. In the absence
of a concept of corporate injury, all injuries would be noncorporate, falling directly on the many participants in the corporate
enterprise. Instead of lawsuits by a corporation, numerous corporate claimants would bring individual lawsuits when injuries
flowed through to them. A little thinking suggests that this would be highly problematic. Without corporate injury, it would
be difficult, and often impossible to: (1) protect the going concern value of a corporation; (2) maintain creditor priority; and
(3) contract through the corporate form.

1. Allowing Corporations to Recover for Injury to Corporate Assets and Profits Protects Going Concern Value

Crucial to the going concern nature of the business organized by incorporation is its ability to keep control of the assets
necessary for its on-going business. Not surprisingly, corporate law generally limits investors' ability to withdraw assets from

the corporation. 114  Without the concept of corporate injury, however, a de facto exception would exist to such limitations
anytime there was an actionable injury to corporate assets. Suppose, in particular, that each individual corporate claimant must
sue for injuries that pass-through to him through the corporate form. Successful recovery for those injuries would put money in
the corporate claimant's pocket in the form of a damages award. This result would create serious problems for maintaining the
going concern value of the corporation. After all, the injury might have occurred because, for example, a negligent third party
caused an explosion in the company's manufacturing plant, an essential asset to the firm's going concern value. To maintain
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the going concern value of the corporation, it would be necessary (in the absence of additional financing) that the corporate
claimants grant back to the corporation the awarded compensation they received in their actions.

Without an enforceable commitment to return court-awarded compensation to the corporation, the process of restoring the
going concern value of the corporation could lead to serious ex post hold up problems or lead to premature liquidation of
an otherwise valuable going concern. This result could happen especially where individual claimants would face a difficult
bargaining problem over and over again in recommitting capital to the viable corporate enterprise. True, all corporate claimants
could contract with each other to return recovered assets to the corporation, but, in the absence of corporate injury, only other
individual corporate claimants could sue reneging corporate claimants for failing to make the required re-contribution. Once
reneging corporate claimants had the assets, could they be relied on to return them to use by the corporation, or would other
corporate claimants be right back where they started from, forced to sue the new owners of the assets for the return of those
assets to use in the corporation's business?

Requiring corporations to recover for injury to assets and profits solves this problem. The going concern value of the corporation
derives from its assets, including, of course, its reputation and its rights (to the extent they exist) in its relationships with
*487  employees, customers, and suppliers. Injuries to interests that do not affect the going concern value of the corporation

are unlikely to satisfy this rationale, and those interests are likely going to be those that are unconnected to declines in the
value of corporate assets. Similarly, to the extent that an interest is affected that does not affect the going concern value of the
corporation, the injury is unlikely to be corporate in nature. This logic helps explain why injuries to interests that never were vital
to the corporation's going concern value, for example, the protection of shareholders and creditors from the corporation's fraud
or nondisclosure to them, are not traditional corporate injuries. Normal rules against withdrawal of corporate assets prevent
corporate claimants from effecting premature liquidation of the corporation's assets. Corporate injury extends this protection
to situations when those assets (or their value) have been wrongfully removed from the corporation or otherwise destroyed.
Corporate injury requires that third party wrongdoers give assets (or their value in remedy) back to the corporation, and not to
the corporate claimant. Note also that if this explanation is true, it falls aside when the debtor corporation has been liquidated.
Consistent with the theory, the law of some states allows creditors to bring direct claims for breach of fiduciary duty against

corporate officers and directors when the corporation has lost prospects of operating as a going concern. 115

2. Allowing Corporations to Recover for Injury to Corporate Assets and Profits Maintains Creditor Priority

To the extent that debt financing is attractive for a firm, it is necessary to establish a system of creditor priority. “Debt financing”
refers not just to borrower-lender agreements, but more broadly to any transaction or event where a firm delays payment for
services, goods, or even tort liabilities inflicted on other persons. Thus, if a firm lacks meaningful debt capacity, it lacks the
ability to bond itself to asset-dependent future performance of any type, contractually and in tort. At a minimum, debt capacity
requires that even pari passu creditors be able to obtain the corporation's assets in payment of their debt before shareholders
can remove assets from the firm, and also that creditors can have a reasonable expectation of fair treatment when the firm is

insolvent. 116  Allowing *488  individual creditor and shareholder lawsuits for corporate injuries could destroy creditor priority.
Individual suits by shareholders or creditors might exhaust the assets of a wrongdoer who injured the assets otherwise intended

to generate returns to repay debt. 117  This risk is particularly severe if individual claimants are allowed to seek punitive damages

against wrongdoers to the corporation's interests. 118

3. Allowing Corporations to Recover for Injury to Assets and Profits Facilitates Corporate Contracting

The corporation would be of little use as a method for organizing business if it was not possible to contract with counterparties
through the corporate form. Suppose, however, that when one of the contractual counterparties arguably breached the contract,
the alleged injury was actionable only by individual lawsuits. In that event it is hardly attractive for the potential contractual
counterparty to enter those contracts. The potential contractual counterparty (e.g., a supplier to the corporation) faces the
prospect of numerous individual lawsuits by the corporation's stockholders and/or creditors in the event the counterparty even
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arguably breached his contract with the corporation. 119  *489  Worse, there is little reason to believe that the corporation's
individual claimants would agree on the existence of breach and injury, so that the counterparty would potentially face
inconsistent actions by the corporation's claimholders. Indeed, the tiniest injuries might precipitate costly lawsuits by at least

some corporate claimants. 120  Minor breaches that individual counterparties often overlook in the interests of longer term
contractual gains might be sued upon by individual claimants with less interest in capturing such gains or, more likely, with
insufficient information to recognize their existence. Facing the prospects of such lawsuits, it is not difficult to believe that

many potential contractual counterparties would choose not to contract at all with a corporation. 121

Requiring corporations to recover for injury to assets and profits solves this problem. Corporate injury cabins off the set of
interests that may suffer injury from conduct by the corporation's counterparty, allowing the third party considerable comfort in

dealing with the corporation. 122  Allowing corporations to recover for contractual breaches that injure assets and profits brings
another benefit to shareholders and creditors. The concept of corporate injury allows the corporation to consolidate litigation
on behalf of affected corporate claimants in a way that helps those claimants achieve litigation economies of scale. Litigation
costs typically increase slower than linearly in the number of similar claims because certain costs (lawyers, experts, etc.) do
not rise one-for-one with the number of claims. Therefore, corporations have economies of scale in pursuing a single source

of injury to its assets or profits. 123  Economies of scale in litigation have another desirable effect as well. Aggregating claims
increases the corporation's “trial threat.” That is, because the corporation finds it cheaper to take a case to trial (relative to the
total value of its claim) than would an individual corporate claimant, its reservation price to settle a case (i.e., the minimum
amount that a party *490  injuring the corporation must pay to settle the case) is higher. This may act as a deterrent against
contractual counterparties inflicting injuries on the firm's assets and profits, because potential wrongdoers must consider the

possibility that a corporation is likely to require higher settlement offers than individual claimants. 124

C. When Is Deepening Insolvency Corporate Injury?

1. As Costs of Financial Distress, Deepening Insolvency Fits Easily With Traditional Understandings of Corporate Injury

As an application of the economic analysis of costs of financial distress, the first version of the deepening insolvency theory
links actions that push the corporation into (or further into) insolvency and wrongful declines in assets and profits. Costs of
financial distress may include the direct legal and administrative expenses of preparing for, avoiding, entering and living in
formal bankruptcy proceedings. Costs of financial distress may also include a loss of value from the impact the expectation
of insolvency may have on the corporation's suppliers, including its employees who supply human capital to the corporation.
In Lafferty, the court literally adopted this “textbook” version of costs of financial distress. If a corporation can identify a link
between wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt and the existence of such costs, it makes sense to allow the corporation to assert
those costs as injury. In that case, the fit with traditional understandings of corporate injury is a good one.

At the same time, costs of financial distress alone are unlikely to generate large damages. This may help explain why litigants
have avoided the plain message of Lafferty. Empirical estimates of the costs of financial distress rarely exceed 10-20% of the

firm's value before entering financial distress. 125  Moreover, the cash received by the corporation from the wrongfully-incurred
unpayable debt would sensibly count as a benefit to the corporation that would be offset against the costs of financial distress
unless the asset decline was itself actionably wrongful. That benefit is likely to exceed any costs of financial distress generated
by additional insolvency. Only if the plaintiff can find larger declines in the value of assets or profits (e.g., showing that the
proceeds of the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt were looted or wasted, or that the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt
pushed the corporation into a state of financial distress that prevented it from exploiting large profit opportunities) are damages
likely to be large under a deepening insolvency theory that rests on the financial economics of costs of financial distress.

*491  2. Wrongfully-Incurred Unpayable Debt Does Not Fit With Traditional Understandings of Corporate Injury
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What about the version of deepening insolvency that asserts that wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt is itself corporate injury?
It is immediately apparent that this version of deepening insolvency fits poorly with traditional doctrine. After all, not only does
the amount of wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt fail to reflect provable declines in assets or profits (if any), it is also true
that the harm from wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt will fall specifically only on those creditors who were defrauded, not
generally on all corporate claimants. The second version of deepening insolvency fits poorly with the economic functions of
corporate injury as well. The economic functions of corporate injury are aimed at ensuring that the corporation will have the
exclusive right to recover for wrongful declines in its assets or profits. But a plaintiff trustee, receiver, or creditors' committee
will assert the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt damages theory only when (1) wrongful declines in assets and profits, if
known, are smaller than the amount of unpayable debt or (2) wrongful declines in assets and profits are sufficiently difficult
to identify (i.e., speculative) that plaintiffs will choose the greater certainty of asserting unpayable debt. I discuss each of these
possibilities in turn.

D. Plaintiffs Will Assert Unpayable Debt as a Measure of Damages Only When Unpayable Debt Exceeds Provable
Declines in Corporate Assets or Profits

It should come as no surprise that, if a plaintiff standing in the corporation's shoes believes he can make out damages from
declines in the value of corporate assets or profits that exceed the value of the corporation's unpayable debt, then he will not
pursue wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a damages theory. For example, consider a firm that had assets of $100,000,000
and no debt; the firm was solvent with equity of $100,000,000. The corporation's insiders borrow another $100,000,000 by
defrauding new creditors and then loot the corporation of its $200,000,000 in assets with the assistance or negligence of the
corporation's professionals. The corporation's wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt will be $100,000,000, which is less than the
wrongful decline in the value of the corporation's assets: the looted $200,000,000. The trustee/receiver/creditors' committee will
obviously seek damages under a traditional looting theory, not the amount of the corporation's unpayable debt. If successful, the
corporation will recover not only an amount sufficient to pay off the unpayable debt ($100,000,000), but another $100,000,000
that will render the corporation solvent and re-establish value in the equity claims.

Next, consider a marginally solvent corporation with assets of $100,000,000 and old debt of $100,000,000. The corporation,
in a desperate attempt to continue funding its business plan, defrauds new creditors by misrepresenting the true risk of its
current business plan. By committing the fraud, the corporation raises $100,000,000 that it otherwise could not have raised at
the same terms. The corporation then spends the funds on the business plan, which, while riskier than disclosed to creditors, is

not actionably wasteful since it had some reasonable chance of success. 126  Assume that the business *492  plan fails and that
the corporation's assets are worth only $120,000,000, with old debt of $100,000,000 (not obtained by fraud) and new debt of
$100,000,000 (obtained by fraud). In that case, the new debt “deepened” the corporation's insolvency by $80,000,000 (before
wrongdoing, assets - debts = 0; after wrongdoing and failure of business plan, assets - debts = $120,000,000- $200,000,000 =
- 80,000,000). Thus, the wrongful decline in the value of the corporation's assets is $0, while the amount of the wrongfully-
incurred unpayable debt is $80,000,000. The plaintiff's choice in this case is obvious: pursue wrongfully-incurred unpayable
debt if that theory of recovery is available.

Put more generally, if the amount of wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt is available as a damage theory in addition to the
provable wrongful decline in assets and profits, a plaintiff trustee/receiver/creditors' committee will pursue:

Damages = max [provable wrongful decline in corporate assets or profits; amount of wrongfully-incurred
unpayable debt]

Thus, in view of deepening insolvency, which adopts wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as evidence of both injury and the
measure of damages, the plaintiff corporation has an option to pursue the higher of two damages theories, only one of which
corresponds to traditional understanding of corporate injury. Moreover, it is hard to argue that wrongfully-incurred unpayable
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debt, when higher than declines in corporate assets or profits, is compensatory to the corporation, per se, 127  as the pursuit of
*493  wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt will occur only when the provable wrongful decline in corporate assets or profits

is lower.

Plaintiffs may also prefer wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a damages theory for another reason as well: unpayable debt is
observable by simple inspection and will likely be much easier to estimate than the amount of assets wasted or profits lost. For
example, consider a firm that had assets of $100,000,000 and no debt. That firm was solvent with equity of $100,000,000. The
corporation's insiders defraud creditors to borrow another $100,000,000 and then engaged in actions that might be provable as
waste or mismanagement. In particular, assume that there is a 50% chance that the plaintiff can prove waste of $200,000,000,
but a 50% chance that the amount proven to be wasted will be found by the fact-finder to be $0. In this case, the expected
damages provable under the waste theory are $100,000,000, the same as the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt, but much
riskier. Once the date of the alleged defrauding of the creditors is established, the allegedly wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt
will likely be available by simple inspection of the filed claims in the corporation's bankruptcy proceeding. Proving the amount
of waste or mismanagement (even the amount of looting) will likely be much harder. A trustee/receiver/creditors' committee
might seek to avoid any risk in the damages theory and seek damages under the unpayable debt theory, which may only require
proving the potentially easier fact and amount of fraud on the creditors.

E. Does Common Sense Require that the Corporation Be Allowed to Recover the Amount of its Wrongfully-Incurred
Unpayable Debt?

As the analysis above demonstrates, wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a measure of damages does not fit with traditional
understandings of corporate injury or with the economic functions of corporate injury. Wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt, on
its own, seems to evidence only value (the amount necessary to repay the debt) a corporation did not lose, (because it did not pay
the debt) and may indicate value that the corporation received (if it obtained the proceeds of the debt). At the time the corporation
incurred the debt, and assuming that the corporation received some proceeds for giving up the debt obligation, the corporation

would seem to have obtained an undeniable benefit. 128  The debt does not evidence the value a corporation might have lost in the
form of wrongful asset or profit declines. Even accepting this analysis, however, there remains an almost undeniable “common

sense” 129  appeal to the notion that if wrongdoing causes a corporation to incur debt it cannot repay, then that unpayable debt
provides evidence *494  that the corporation is injured. Despite the poor doctrinal and economic foundations of the second
(unpayable debt) version of the deepening insolvency theory, does it just seem “right” that if wrongdoing leaves a corporation
with debts it cannot pay, then the corporation has been injured by the amount of the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt?
Analysis of the second version of the deepening insolvency theory seems incomplete without addressing the seemingly powerful
common sense appeal (for some) of this notion.

To consider what might be going on here, step away from the question of corporate injury and ask how we would feel if the
following occurred: a natural person, call her Ms. P, engages an agent, call him, Mr. A. Mr. A is charged, let us say, with selling
Ms. P's home, which we will assume is her only asset and which she owns outright (i.e., no mortgage). Thus, Ms. P's assets are
her home, worth $300,000 and her equity in her home is the same. Thinking Ms. P's home drab and capable of fetching a much
higher price with some improvements (which, naturally, will also bring Mr. A a higher sales commission), Mr. A misrepresents
Ms. P's financial condition (and forges Ms. P's signature on numerous checks) to certain contractors and interior decorators
who spruce up the house taking the house from $300,000 in value to $400,000 in value. Unfortunately, Mr. A spent $500,000
in generating the $100,000 increase in value, through a series of accidents, cost overruns, and shifts in taste. Poor Ms. P now
has wrongfully-incurred debt of $500,000, of which only $400,000 can be repaid from her assets. Her equity is wiped out and
absent any recovery against Mr. A or others, creditors will bear a $100,000 loss. Has Ms. P been injured?

Of course she has. But how? In terms of assets, Ms. P had a house worth $300,000 that is now worth $400,000. Her assets
increased from the wrongdoing. But look at her equity. She had $300,000 and now has nothing. She lost her $300,000 in equity
to pay back part of the $500,000 that Mr. A committed her to pay. The loss of equity is why we think of Ms. P as injured: it's
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not because her assets declined (they increased!), it's because she lost all of her equity in those assets. Ms. P, in her position as
an equityholder of her own assets, will have a cause of action against her wrongdoing agent (and potentially, depending on the
application of imputation principles, against those who assisted Mr. A) without anyone distinguishing between Ms. P's role as
asset holder and her role as equityholder in her own assets. If we are sloppy, and fail to sort out the difference between harm
to Ms. P as an asset holder, and harm to Ms. P as an equity holder in her assets, little harm is done because there is identity
between asset holder and equity holder in the case of natural persons.

Look, though, where that sloppiness gets us when we move to the corporation. Corporations are legally distinct from their
shareholders. Assume now that P, Inc., a legal person, hires Ms. A as its Chief Executive Officer. P, Inc. has several shareholders,
Ss, who are other natural or legal persons and who placed no restrictions on the use of their money except those found in the
default rules of corporate law (no waste, no looting, no gross mismanagement, etc., with the understanding that the business
judgment rule will protect from challenge informed, good faith decisions made in the interest of the corporation). P, Inc.
had assets of $50,000,000 and no debt, when Ms. A suddenly conceives of an extremely risky (but not wasteful) plan to
start a chain of total carbohydrate restaurants called “The ‘I Hate Dr. Atkins' House of Bread and Pasta.” Ms. A causes the
corporation's books to misrepresent the initial success of her pilot restaurant *495  (started with the shareholders' money), and
these misrepresentations allow her to raise $100,000,000 in debt. She spends the corporation's funds developing the chain, but
after trying nearly everything (and even getting many favorable reviews in the business press on the potential of the concept),
the concept fails, and the corporation is left with assets of only $65,000,000, having paid back none of the debt. Has P, Inc.
been injured?

If we analogize P, Inc. to Ms. P, “common sense” might say “yes.” After all, P, Inc. has wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt (in

Schacht's words, has “increased exposure to creditor liability” 130 ) of $35,000,000 ($100,000,000 minus $65,000,000). Like
Ms. P, P, Inc.'s assets increased. Moreover, because P, Inc. is legally distinct and separate from its shareholders P, Inc. did not
suffer from the $50,000,000 to $0 decline in the Ss interest. Under traditional concepts of corporate injury, the only way that
Ms. A and the corporation's professional advisors actionably harmed P, Inc. is if the spending of the $150,000,000 ($50,000,000
of shareholder money and $100,000,000 of defrauded creditors' money) was wrongful. However, by assumption, the plan was
not wasteful or otherwise actionable, just highly risky (much riskier than that to which the creditors agreed, and probably riskier
than the shareholders thought).

So, where is the harm? The corporation, whose assets increased and who received the benefit of the funds in trying to build
the business, was not injured under traditional views of corporate injury. The shareholders lost money, but it was money they
agreed could be spent on even highly risky businesses. Perhaps if shareholders were lied to, or deprived of information that
might have caused them to vote against directors who endorsed the restaurant plan, they would have direct (i.e., noncorporate)
cause of actions against P, Inc., Ms. A, and others involved in the wrongdoing. If so, the wrongdoing injured them, and they

have a noncorporate cause of action. 131  Similarly, the creditors in the example were defrauded, but they, too, are distinct from
the corporation and its shareholders. Their claims for fraud (and, for example, aiding and abetting fraud against wrongdoing
professionals) are likely to be filed for the amount of the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt, the exact amount of their loss.
How can the corporation make the same claim? The “common sense” appeal of deepening insolvency, in the form ascribing
wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as harm to the corporation, seems to rest on a simple failure to forget the difference between

natural persons and corporations. Put in the language of recent explorations of the corporation as an asset partition, 132  natural
persons are both their own asset partitions and their own equity holders in those partitions. Corporations, as asset partitions, are
distinct from the equity holders in those partitions. Perhaps the common sense appeal of the unpayable debt damages theory is
only another manifestation of an age-old problem in corporate theory: the propensity to “reify” the corporation by analogizing
the corporate entity's experience of debt and insolvency to the experience of a natural person. At first blush, the analogy seems
powerful. Who wouldn't agree that an individual natural person is injured if he is saddled with wrongfully-incurred unpayable
debt, and that, in an important sense, at least part of the measure of injury is the amount of the unpayable debt? However, the
analogy is a *496  faulty one in the context of corporate injury.
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IV. Should We Allow Wrongfully-Incurred Unpayable Debt to Be A “Fictional” Corporate Injury Anyway?:
Compensation and Deterrence

Wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt fits poorly with traditional concepts of corporate injury and its common sense appeal is
largely fallacious. What is really going on here? The most obvious possibilities are that (1) courts are falling into the “common
sense” fallacy described above, such that the second version of deepening insolvency is just judicial misunderstanding or (2) this
version of the deepening insolvency theory is really just a judicial attempt to recharacterize wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt
as corporate injury to get around controlling Supreme Court limitations on a bankruptcy trustee's standing to pursue damages

claims directly on behalf of a bankruptcy estate's creditors. Specifically, in Caplin v. Marine Midland Grace Trust Co., 133  the
Supreme Court held that a bankruptcy trustee did not have standing to pursue direct claims of creditors that did not belong to

the bankruptcy estate. While Congress considered a provision that would have expressly overruled Caplin, 134  it refused to act

on the provision and Caplin remains good law. 135

Perhaps the deepening insolvency theory--when presented as the proposition that the corporation's wrongfully-incurred
unpayable debt is itself a measure of the corporation's harm to the corporation--is simply a legal fiction designed to allow a
more efficient means of recovering through the corporation on behalf of wronged creditors than allowed under current law. This

may be especially true when the theory allows a court to avoid imputing the wrongdoing of corporate officers and directors. 136

If courts are simply *497  recharacterizing wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a corporate injury as a vehicle to avoid
Caplin's restrictions on recovering damages directly on behalf of wronged creditors, is there any reason to complain? This Part
of the Article assumes that possibility (2) (i.e., judicial recharacterization) explains the emergence and growth of the second
version of deepening insolvency. The question is posed whether this recharacterization should be allowed to go forward, asking
specifically whether allowing trustees, receivers, and creditors' committees to recover for wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt

will have valuable compensation or deterrence effects. 137

A. Recharacterizing Wrongfully-Incurred Unpayable Debt as Corporate Injury Will Not Help (and May Hurt) to
Compensate Victims

Recharacterizing wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as corporate injury is unlikely to better compensate the victims of
wrongdoing. Recovery through the corporation will result in pass-through compensation according to creditor seniority. Stated
differently, recovery through a bankrupt corporation would spill over according to the reorganization plan, even where only
some creditors were defrauded. As one court stated:

The descriptions of the various classes of creditors in the Plan are not sufficiently detailed for this Court to
determine precisely how any recovery against the Defendants would be distributed. A distribution among all
the creditors, however, clearly raises the possibility that the defrauded creditors would be treated inequitably.
Under the Plan, other creditors, such as trade creditors, might receive some of the monies that should in fact
recompense the victims of the fraud. To use the debtor corporations as a means of distributing monies recovered
from Defendants would be to perpetuate the debtors' role as a vehicle for the principal's fraud, possibly preventing
the victims of the fraud from fully recovering their losses. Under these circumstances, the individual creditors,

rather than the Trustee, should seek recovery from third parties. 138

It is easy to see that compensation through the corporation will generally either under-compensate the true victims of wrongdoing
or in some cases, subject the wrongdoer to double-recovery. Consider a defrauded creditor who holds $100,000,000 of unpayable
debt incurred because of fraud. The corporation has assets, before bringing its *498  insolvency lawsuit, of $150,000,000 and

other debt (of creditors who were not defrauded) of $200,000,000. 139  Thus, the assets are $150,000,000 and the total debt
is $300,000,000 ($100,000,000 of wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt plus $200,000,000 of other debt). The corporation is
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insolvent by $150,000,000. Suppose the corporation's trustee brings a successful lawsuit against the corporation's officers and
directors and its professional advisors, recovering the full amount of the $100,000,000 in wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt.
Adding this $100,000,000 to the corporation's prior assets of $150,000,000 gives the corporation $250,000,000 to distribute
on $300,000,000 of total debt. Thus, every creditor receives about 83 cents on the dollar ($250,000,000/$300,000,000). This is
the under-compensation problem: the defrauded creditor effectively must share the $100,000,000 recovery with nondefrauded
creditors, resulting in under-compensation to the defrauded creditor of 17 cents on the dollar.

Suppose, however, that the defrauded creditor can still bring her own cause of action for fraud against the corporation's officers
and directors and its professional advisors. After all, the corporation's lawsuit was necessarily in its own right, presumably
leaving the defrauded creditor with a cause of action for her injury. If she can successfully bring that suit for the remaining 17
cents on the dollar, then defendants will have to pony up another $17,000,000, paying $117,000,000 in total compensation for
only $100,000,000 of damages. If the old (not defrauded) creditors were senior to the defrauded creditors, the amount of double-
recovery would be even larger. For, in that case, they would have taken the first $50,000,000 of recovery to make themselves
whole, leaving the defrauded creditors with a recovery of only 50 cents on the dollar, even though the recovery was solely
attributable to the fraud on those defrauded creditors. Thus, allowing recovery for wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt will
under-compensate the victim of wrongdoing if nondefrauded creditors share in recovery, and will present the possibility of
double recovery against the defendants (excess compensation) if the defrauded creditor is allowed to sue for any deficiency

this pass-through problem causes. 140

B. Recharacterizing Wrongfully-Incurred Unpayable Debt as Corporate Injury Will Not Help (and May Hurt) to
Deter Wrongdoing

Recharacterizing wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as corporate injury is unlikely to deter wrongdoing and may actually
hinder deterrence. Trustees, receivers, and creditors' committees are not in the best position to bring the highly individualized
actions for fraud that underlie most plausible actions for wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt. Not surprisingly, courts cite such

reliance problems as a reason to deny standing to pursue such claims. 141  Not only are others better positioned to advance such
litigation *499  (and thus better positioned to deter such behavior ex ante), but allowing standing to trustees, receivers, and
creditors' committees to pursue such litigation may deprive better positioned plaintiffs of their ability to bring suit. Indeed, this
was a key concern of the Supreme Court in Caplin, where the court discussed the problem that a bankruptcy trustee's lawsuit
may conflict with actions that creditors have already brought (or wish to bring) directly, depriving the creditors of standing to

pursue their own claims. 142

The pass-through compensation problems described above suggest a darker deterrence problem as well: allowing a corporation
to recover wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt may decrease the incentive for sophisticated creditors to monitor the corporation
to prevent wrongdoing. Consider an insolvent corporation with assets, before fraudulently raising more debt, of $150,000,000
and other debt (debt of creditors who were not defrauded) of $200,000,000. If the corporation will be able to recover for
wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt, the current (not defrauded) creditors may prefer to bury their heads in the sand and allow
the corporation to fraudulently raise another, say, $100,000,000 in debt. As long as the total assets do not fall below $50,000,000,
the old creditor knows that successful recovery against the corporation's officers and directors and its professional advisors will
leave the old creditor better off--the old creditor shares in recovery, if any, of the wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt but does
not bear the cost of the loss from the fraud. That is, without the new fraudulently raised debt, the old creditors will receive
75 cents on the dollar (assets of $150,000,000, debt of $200,000,000). But if the corporation fraudulently raises $100,000,000
of new debt (and even if the proceeds are lost in further operations), the corporation's recovery of that amount of unpaid debt
increases the assets available for general distribution from $150,000,000 to $250,000,000 resulting, as above, in a recovery for
the old creditors of 83 cents on the dollar. Thus, allowing the corporation to recover for wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt
may have bad consequences for the socially-valuable function of monitoring by sophisticated creditors.
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*500  V. Conclusion

Deepening insolvency theories are increasingly influential in litigation involving insolvent corporations but remain poorly
understood. The best hope to clarify the law is to distinguish between two versions of deepening insolvency theory. In one
version, the deepening insolvency theory presents a sophisticated application of financial economic analysis of so-called
“costs of financial distress” and fits easily with the traditional understandings and economic functions of corporate injury. In
another version, however, the deepening insolvency theory suggests that the measure of harm to a corporation is the amount
of its wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt, a notion unsupported in financial economics and inconsistent with the traditional
understandings and economic functions of corporate injury.

The second version of the theory is either the product of judicial misunderstanding or a judicial attempt to avoid controlling
Supreme Court precedent that prohibits bankruptcy trustees from bringing damages claims directly on behalf of defrauded
creditors. If the latter is true, there are good reasons for courts to stop. Allowing trustees, receivers, and creditors' committees to
pursue claims for wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt recharacterized as corporate injury does not better compensate victims
or better deter wrongdoing than requiring defrauded creditors to bring those claims on their own.
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(regarding an auditor sued by corporation barred by imputation had also been sued directly by class of securities holders); cf. Sender,
952 P.2d at 780-81 (discussing an underwriter sued by a limited partnership barred by imputation had also been sued by class of
limited partners).

24 In re Investors Funding Corp. of N.Y. Sec. Litig., 523 F. Supp. 533 (S.D.N.Y. 1980).

25 Id. at 536, 538.

26 Id. at 536-38.

27 Id. at 536.

28 Id. at 541.

29 Investors Funding, 523 F. Supp. at 541.

30 Id.

31 Id.

32 Id.

33 See, e.g., F.D.I.C. v. Nathan, 804 F. Supp. 888, 894 (S.D. Tex. 1992) (stating that:
[f]or purposes of a motion to dismiss, the Court is persuaded that here the alleged wrongdoing... should not be imputed to the
corporation, where [the insiders] allegedly filled their own pockets while fraudulently extending the life of the thrift they continued
to milk and intensifying the deficiencies which would push the institution into insolvency.
Id.) (citations omitted); F.D.I.C. v. Shrader & York, 991 F.2d 216, 224-25 (5th Cir. 1993) (rejecting the adverse interest exception to
the general rule of imputation where plaintiff “did not offer summary judgment evidence that [the officer] embezzled from, looted,
or otherwise personally profited” despite having fraudulently inflated the net worth of a failed savings and loan); Drabkin v. L&L
Construction Assoc., 168 B.R. 1, 5 (Bankr. D.D.C. 1993) (stating that:
what the trustee is suing on, is what happened after the monies were deposited. This involved theft from, and looting of, the debtor. It
did not benefit the debtor in any way, but only defendants and the debtor's principals.... In these circumstances, where the corporation
is not aggrandized but looted, there is no basis for imputing the wrongful conduct of the corporate principals to the corporation.
Id.) (quotation and citations omitted).

34 711 F.2d 1343 (7th Cir. 1983).

35 Id. at 1345.

36 Id.

37 Id. at 1347.

38 Id. at 1348.

39 Much of Judge Wood's opinion was an effort to distinguish Cenco v. Seidman & Seidman, 686 F.2d 449 (7th Cir. 1982) (Posner,
J.), which the court had decided just a year earlier, and which is perhaps the best-known case imputing the wrongdoing of corporate
insiders to prevent recovery against third-party auditors. While there are a number of ways in which the fraud in Cenco was different
from the fraud in Schacht, most important was the fact that there were no allegations of looting in Cenco. Many courts have
distinguished Cenco and Schacht on similar grounds, depending on the presence or absence of looting. See, e.g., In re Rent-Way Sec.
Litig., 209 F. Supp. 2d 493, 522 (W.D. Penn. 2002) (stating that:
[t]he Amended Complaint alleges that the alleged fraudulent scheme was devised and carried out in order to raise the price of Rent-
Way stock and in turn, to fund the company's rapid growth through acquisitions. These allegations are clearly distinguishable from,
for example, allegations that a corporate officer misappropriated corporate funds for his or her own use, a clear example of conduct
adverse to the interests of the employer.
Id.); Tew v. Chase Manhattan Bank, N.A., 728 F. Supp. 1551, 1561 (S.D. Fla. 1990) (distinguishing Cenco where the proceeds of the
fraud “were all channeled to the directors and officers via lavish salaries, bonuses, and loans”); Seidman & Seidman v. Gee, 625 So.
2d. 1, 3 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1992) (“By contrast, the illegal activities of the managing directors in Schacht inflicted ‘real damage’
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on the corporation by diminishing its assets and income, a result that was not beneficial to the corporation.”); Banco Latino Int'l v.
Lopez, 95 F. Supp. 2d 1327, 1336 (S.D. Fla. 2000) (“[W]hen an officer or director's actions were not undertaken to loot or defraud his
corporation and the corporation derived some benefit from them, the actions are imputed to the corporation, even if they ultimately
resulted in the failure of the corporation.”) (citing Gee, 625 So. 2d. at 3); Grove v. Sutliffe, 916 S.W.2d 825, 830 (Mo. Ct. App. 1995)
(The ‘adverse interest exception’ applies where an agent is acting adversely to his principal's interest (citing In re Investors Funding
Corp. of N.Y. Sec. Litig., 523 F. Supp. 533, 541 (S.D.N.Y. 1980)). A distinction is made between a case of management stealing
or looting from the company and a case where management is stealing from outsiders. (citing Cenco)... The Schacht court did not
hold that the adverse interest exception applied in every case where a company goes insolvent, but rather that suit against corporate
insiders who loot their own companies is not barred by Cenco.).

40 There is little question that the corporate injury the Investors Funding court was concerned with was the removal of assets and not
the wrongful expansion of the corporation's debt. See, e.g., Investors Funding, 523 F. Supp. at 539 (stating that:
[s]ince [the corporation], by the Trustee's own allegations, received more than fair value in exchange for its debentures and other
securities, it was not damaged until the proceeds from such sales were subsequently misused. Such damages to [the corporation]
occurred either because (1) the [corporate insiders] looted [the corporation] of such monies, or (2) such monies were poured into
imprudent ventures in order to maintain the façade of [the corporation's] financial well-being.
Id.).

41 See Schacht v. Brown, 711 F.2d 1343, 1350 (7th Cir. 1983) (citations omitted). Reported deepening insolvency cases often cite this
language from Schacht. See, e.g., Official Comm. of Unsecured Creditors v. R.F. Lafferty & Co., 267 F.3d 340, 350 (3d Cir. 2001);
Bookland of Maine v. Baker, Newman & Noyes, 271 F. Supp. 2d 324, 324 (D. Me. 2003); Allard v. Arthur Andersen & Co., 924
F.Supp. 488, 494 (S.D.N.Y. 1996).

42 Investors Funding, 523 F. Supp. at 541.

43 In particular, Judge Wood rejected three cases: Patterson v. Franklin, 35 A. 205 (Penn. 1896), Kinter v. Connolly, 81 A. 905 (Pa. 1911),
and Bergeson v. Life Ins. Corp. of Am., 265 F.2d 227 (10th Cir. 1959). The court correctly distinguished each of these to the extent that
none involved allegations of looting or other loss of assets to the corporations, but instead involved only financial misrepresentations
that aggrandized the corporations. However, in none of these cases did a court advance the proposition that deepening insolvency
was “automatically” a benefit to a company. Rather, these cases stood generally for the proposition that a corporation is not harmed
by fraudulent conduct when it has not been deprived of assets or profits. See also Kelly v. Overseas Investors, Inc., 219 N.E. 2d 288,
289 (N.Y. 1966) (holding that under Pennsylvania law, a receiver could not sue for damages from fraudulent misrepresentation of the
corporation's assets, but might be able to state a claim for conversion); Cotten v. Republic Nat'l Bank of Dallas, 395 S.W. 2d 930,
942 (Tex. App. 1965) (stating that even if the representations were false, “we would be compelled to say further that they neither
added anything to or took anything away from the assets of [the corporation], therefore the Receiver has no basis for his claim of
damages to [the corporation]”).

44 One court has even suggested that a corporation would not be harmed when the only assets looted were those acquired by the
corporation in a scheme of misrepresentation. See Sec. Am. Corp. v. Schacht, No. 82-C2132, 1983 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 19621, at *4
(N.D. Ill. Jan. 31, 1983) (stating that “[t]he fraudulent plan was not intended to loot Security America, because Security America
had no assets except those it acquired along the way, pursuant to the fraudulent plan”). This seems inconsistent with the finding that
embezzlement of funds raised in a Ponzi scheme is harm to the corporation. See, e.g., Knauer v. Jonathon Roberts Fin. Group, Inc.,
348 F.3d 230, 237 (7th Cir. 2003) (finding that the corporation was injured by embezzlement of funds raised in Ponzi scheme).

45 Schacht, 711 F.2d at 1350 (emphasis added).

46 Id.

47 Id.

48 More precisely, this is the definition of balance sheet insolvency. See 11 U.S.C. § 101(32) (2004) (defining insolvency as a “financial
condition such that the sum of [the debtor's] debts is greater than all of [its] property, at a fair valuation”); see also Official Comm. of
Unsecured Creditors v. R.F. Lafferty & Co., 267 F.3d 340, 349 (3d Cir. 2001) (deepening insolvency case adopting federal bankruptcy
code definition of insolvency as “a financial condition in which a corporation's debts exceed the fair value of its assets”).
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49 How do we make sense of Judge Wood's statement that “it would be crucial that the insolvency of the corporation be disclosed, so that
shareholders may exercise their right to dissolve the corporation in order to cut their losses” ? Schacht, 711 F.2d at 1350 (emphasis
added). In a corporate regime with limited liability, shareholders cut their losses at the front end, not the back end. See Trs. of the
Nat'l Elevator Indus. Pension, Health Benefit & Educ. Funds v. Lutyk, 332 F.3d 188, 195 (3d Cir. 2003) (“The scant corporate records
before the Court demonstrated that corporate equity was negative and that liabilities exceeded corporate assets. Nonetheless, the very
purpose of the corporate form is to limit the liability of investors to the capital they pay in....”).

50 Schacht, 711 F.2d at 1348.

51 See Holland v. Arthur Andersen & Co., 469 N.E.2d 419, 428 (Ill. App. Ct. 1984) (In a case related to the same massive litigation that
the Schacht court faced, the Illinois Court of Appeals found that deepening insolvency could defeat the imputation doctrine:
Moreover, even if it can be determined that ARC's top management actively participated in this fraudulent scheme, we find that ARC
has alleged sufficient facts which indicate that ARC did not benefit from the misconduct. ARC has alleged that it has been damaged
by the SCOR agreement by being artificially maintained in business past the point of insolvency. The court in Schacht found this
factual situation to work against the interest of ARC to its detriment and we agree.
Id.) Seven years later, in Holland v. Arthur Andersen & Co., 571 N.E.2d 777, 779 (Ill. App. 1991), the Illinois Court of Appeals
upheld summary judgment for Arthur Andersen, stating “[w]e do not believe that there exists a genuine issue of material fact as to
damages.” Where “the plaintiff's version of the [deepening insolvency] theory appears to be no more than a restatement in different
terms of the injuries suffered by [the bankrupt corporation's] creditors.” Id. at 782. See also In re Vendsouth, Inc., No. 00-10112C-7G,
2003 Bankr. LEXIS 1437, at *45 (Bankr. M.D.N.C. Oct. 9, 2003) (“A scheme by management to drive a company into greater debt
and toward its ultimate financial ruin is not for the benefit of the corporation and tends to show that management's interests were
not aligned with that of the company.”); In re Stat-Tech Securities Litigation, 905 F. Supp. 1416 (D. Colo. 1995) (refusing to impute
based on Schacht's deepening insolvency rationale).

52 Indeed, the Schacht litigation itself led to such a case. In Stamp v. Brown, No. 81-C1475, 1990 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 6688 (N.D. Ill.
1990), a later proceeding in the Schacht litigation, the district court held that the Schacht opinion implied that the defendants could
be held accountable for the “deepened” insolvency of the insurer--the amount that the insolvency increased after the wrongful side
deals between the corporation and unrelated insurers that had the effect of looting the corporation. “[A]dditional liabilities incurred
by Reserve after December of 1974, or dissipation of assets after that date - the so-called ‘deepened insolvency’ - can form the basis
for recoverable damages in this case.” Id. at *20.

53 545 N.Y.S.2d 278 (N.Y. 1989).

54 Id. at 279.

55 Id. at 281.

56 Id. at 283-84 (stating that:
[c]ontrary to defendants' contention that such conduct injured only Union's creditors, we have previously found (in an affirmance
without opinion) that failure to disclose the insolvency of an insurance company is an injury to that corporation for which the
Superintendent may institute an action.... While defendant Touche claims that its alleged misconduct was not the precipitating cause
of the insolvency, that is not the alleged wrongdoing, but rather, the failure of Touche to disclose the true financial condition of Union
that prevented Union itself, and the regulators, from taking corrective measures, through rehabilitation, which may have prevented
the $140,000,000 insolvency.
Id.).

57 Id. at 284.

58 In re Investors Funding Corp., 523 F. Supp. 533, 541 (S.D.N.Y. 1980).

59 The assertion fits uneasily with corporate doctrine which, while placing rules on the process, allows for corporate euthanasia through
merger or dissolution.

60 109 B.R. 506 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 1989).

61 Id. at 512.
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62 568 N.Y.S.2d 593 (N.Y. 1991).

63 Id. at 596 (citing Kelly v. Overseas Investors Inc., 219 N.E. 2d 288, 288 (N.Y. 1966).

64 See, e.g., Gouiran Holdings, Inc. v. DeSantis, Prinzi, Springer, Keifer & Shall, 165 B.R. 104, 107 (E.D.N.Y. 1994) (“On a motion to
dismiss the court cannot decide the factual issues of how much Gouiran was damaged by increased debt or over what period of time that
damage occurred.”); Hannover Corp. of Am. v. Beckner, 211 B.R. 849, 854 (M.D. La. 1997) (“The Court rejects defendants' argument
that any damages could have been sustained only by the defrauded investors. Specifically, the Court notes that the aggravation
of insolvency or prolonging the life of an insolvent business has been considered to constitute injury to the corporation.”) (citing
Schacht); Allard v. Arthur Andersen & Co., 924 F. Supp. 488, 494 (S.D.N.Y. 1996) (“Because courts have permitted recovery under
the ‘deepening insolvency’ theory, AA is not entitled to summary judgment as to whatever portion of the claim for relief represents
damages flowing from indebtedness to trade creditors.”) (citing Schacht); Loyd v. Paine Webber, Inc., 208 F.3d 755, 758 (9th Cir.
2000) (finding that the trustee had standing to sue on behalf of corporation where court found that a:
[corporation] can be injured even if its sole purpose is to serve as an engine of fraud for its shareholders. Injury is evidenced in this
case by the fact that the company remains, to this day, a legally distinct entity that is responsible for the liability it incurred as a result
of the allegedly fraudulent actions of its insiders.
Id.); Marwil v. Grubbs, No. 1:03-CV-1165-DFH-VSS, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 20250, at *18 (S.D. Ind. Sept. 30, 2004) (“[The
receiver] alleges that the defendants undertook reckless transactions that created the illusion of solvency and effectively enabled [the
corporations] to descend even deeper into insolvency to proceed unchecked. These allegations are sufficient to support a claim that
[a corporation] itself was injured by defendants' activities.”).

65 267 F.3d 340 (3d Cir. 2001).

66 See id. at 349 (adopting federal bankruptcy code definition of insolvency as “a financial condition in which a corporation's debts
exceed the fair value of its assets”).

67 The relevant literature is large. See, e.g., Jerold B. Warner, Bankruptcy Costs: Some Evidence, 32 J. Fin. 337 (1977); Gregor Andrade
& Steven N. Kaplan, How Costly Is Financial (Not Economic) Distress? Evidence from Highly Leveraged Transactions That Become
Distressed, 53 J. Fin. 1443 (1998); Edward Altman, A Further Investigation of the Bankruptcy Cost Question, 39 J. Fin. 1067 (1984);
Paul Asquith et al., Anatomy of Financial Distress: An Examination of Junk-Bond Issuers, 109 Q. J. Econ. 625 (1994); Stuart Gilson,
Transactions Costs and Capital Structure Choice: Evidence From Financially Distressed Firms, 52 J. Fin. 161 (1997); Tim Opler &
Sheridan Titman, Financial Distress and Corporate Performance, 49 J. Fin. 1015 (1994); Lawrence Weiss, Bankruptcy Resolution:
Direct Costs and Violation of Priority Claims, 27 J. Fin. Econ. 255 (1990); Eli Ofek, Capital Structure and Firm Response to Poor
Performance, 37 J. Fin. Econ. 3 (1993); Andrei Shleifer & Robert W. Vishny, Liquidation Values and Debt Capacity: A Market
Equilibrium Approach, 47 J. Fin. 1343 (1992); Handboook of the Economics of Finance, 1A Corporate Finance 226-30 (George M.
Constantinedes et al. eds., 2003).

68 Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors v. Lafferty, 267 F.3d 340, 349-50 (3d Cir. 2001).

69 See Lafferty, 267 F.3d at 352 (“In sum, we believe that the soundness of the theory, its growing acceptance among courts, and the
remedial theme in Pennsylvania law would persuade the Pennsylvania Supreme Court to recognize ‘deepening insolvency’ as giving
rise to a cognizable injury in the proper circumstances.”).

70 The absence of any support in the relevant financial economic literature suggests that an expert opinion presenting a corporation's
wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt as a measure of a corporation's damages should probably not pass current tests of admissibility
of expert opinion in federal court. Federal Rule of Evidence 702 imposes a “gatekeeping obligation” on a trial court. Kumho Tire
Co. v. Carmichael, 526 U.S. 137, 147 (1999). In Daubert v. Merrell Dow Pharms., Inc., 509 U.S. 579, 592-93 (1993), the Supreme
Court set out four questions that a trial court might address in considering the reliability of expert testimony: (1) whether the expert's
testimony rests on application of methodologies that have been subjected to peer-review and publication; (2) whether the expert's
methodologies have gained general acceptance in the relevant field; (3) whether the expert's methodologies are testable; and (4)
whether the expert's methodologies have a known or potential rate of error so that it is possible to determine how likely it is that
the expert's methodology will give an incorrect answer. Id. at 593-95. Because there is no support in the relevant financial economic
literature for the measurement of a corporation's injuries by the amount of its unpayable debt, the theory would appear to fail at least
the first two Daubert factors. That said, the amount of a corporation's wrongfully-incurred unpayable debt, if it were legally accepted
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as a measure of a corporation's damages, would automatically pass the last two factors since the amount of unpayable debt is generally
available by simple inspection, alleviating the need for testing, and absent clerical error, can be identified with exactness.

71 See Caplin v. Marine Midland Grace Trust Co., 406 U.S. 416, 434 (1972) (holding that a bankruptcy trustee has no standing to assert
claims on behalf of an estate's creditors).

72 See Lafferty, 267 F.3d at 347.

73 269 B.R. 721 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001).

74 Id. at 728. The court also cited, apparently as an independent damages theory, one of the theories of injury that Lafferty actually could
support: the possibility that “‘operational limitations which hurt a corporation's ability to run its business in a profitable manner.”’ Id.

75 271 F. Supp. 2d 324 (D. Me. 2003).

76 In re Investors Funding Corp. of N.Y. Sec. Litig., 523 F. Supp. 533, 541 (S.D.N.Y. 1980).

77 Schacht v. Brown, 711 F.2d 1343 (7th Cir. 1983).

78 In re Flagship Healthcare, Inc., 269 B.R. 721 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001).

79 Bookland, 271 F.Supp. 2d at 327 n.3 (D. Me. 2003) (citing Flagship, Lafferty, and Schacht) (stating that:
I had ruled, over Baker, Newman & Noyes's objection, that the jury would be permitted to consider damages under the so-called
‘deepening insolvency’ concept.... The Maine Law Court has not yet had occasion to announce whether it recognizes this type of
damages. Certification of that issue to the Law Court at the appropriate time has always been under consideration.
Id.).

80 See Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors v. Lafferty, 267 F.3d 340, 349-50 (3d Cir. 2001).

81 Id. at 351 (emphasis added). There was no such cause of action for deepening insolvency alleged by the plaintiff in Lafferty. Instead,
the plaintiff's claims included “violations of federal securities laws, as well as common law fraud and negligent misrepresentation,
mismanagement and breach of fiduciary duty, breach of contract, professional malpractice, and aiding and abetting breach of fiduciary
duty.” Id. at 346.

82 Florida Dep't of Ins. v. Chase Bank of Texas Nat'l Ass'n, 274 F.3d 924, 935-36 (5th Cir. 2001) (holding that because “deepening
insolvency” is a cause of action under state law, the plaintiff had standing to bring the claim).

83 Id. at 935, n.40.

84 Id. at 935 (emphasis added).

85 In re Exide Technologies, Inc., 299 B.R. 732 (Bankr. D. Del. 2003) (holding that there were numerous acts, sufficiently plead, that
supported a claim for aiding and abetting a breach of the fiduciary duty).

86 Id. at 752.

87 Corp. Aviation Concepts, v. Multi-Service Aviation Corp., Civ. Act. No. 03-3020, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17154 (E.D. Pa. Aug. 25,
2004) (stating that the deepening insolvency claim failed because there was no showing that the respondent expanded the previous
owner's debt).

88 Id. at *14.

89 In re Investors Funding Corp. of N.Y. Sec. Litig., 523 F. Supp. 533 (S.D.N.Y. 1980).

90 Corporate Aviation Concepts, Inc. v. Multi-Service Aviation Corp., Civ. A. No. 03-0320, 2004 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 17154 (E.D. Pa.
Aug. 25, 2004).

91 Official Committee of Unsecured Creditors v. R.F. Lafferty & Co., Inc., 267 F.3d 340 (3d Cir. 2001).
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92 In re Flagship Healthcare, Inc., 269 B.R. 721 (Bankr. S.D. Fla. 2001).

93 Bookland of Maine v. Baker, Newman & Noyes, 271 F. Supp. 2d 324, 324 (D. Me. 2003).

94 Florida Dept. of Insurance v. Chase Bank of Texas National Association, 274 F.3d 924, 935 (5th Cir. 2001).

95 Lafferty, 267 F.3d 340.

96 Leonard v. McMorris, 63 P.3d 323, 330 (Colo. 2003); see also Lafferty, 267 F.3d at 348 (“In Pennsylvania, as in almost every other
state, a corporation is a distinct and separate entity.... From this principle arises a distinction between the property of a corporation and
that of others.”) (citations and internal quotes omitted); Firstar Bank, N.A. v. Faul Chevrolet, Inc. 249 F. Supp. 2d 1029, 1039 (N.D.
Ill. 2003) (“Under Illinois law, a corporation is a legal entity that is separate and distinct from its officers, directors, shareholders,
and affiliated corporations.”); Loyd v. Paine Webber, Inc., 208 F.3d 755, 758 (9th Cir. 2000) (“A corporation is a distinct legal entity
that can sue and be sued separately from its officers, directors, and shareholders.”); Thoni Oil Magic Benzol Gas Stations, Inc. v.
Kimsey, 152 S.E.2d 576, 576 (Ga. Ct. App. 1966) (“A corporation is an artificial person created by law. The corporate identity is
entirely separate from the identity of its officers and stockholders. A corporation and even its sole owner are two separate and distinct
persons.”).

97 Lafferty, 267 F.3d at 348. Cf. RK Ventures, Inc. v. City of Seattle, 307 F.3d 1045, 1057 (9th Cir. 2002) (noting that while the “same
conduct may result in injury to both the corporation and the individual shareholders,” the injuries must be independent).

98 See, e.g., Discovery House, Inc. v. Consol. City of Indianapolis, 319 F.3d 277, 280 (7th Cir. 2003) (“That the nature of the relief
sought is a relevant consideration in evaluating standing cannot seriously be contested.”).

99 Matters can get tricky, however, since while injury to the corporation's assets always indirectly impacts the value of corporate claims,
noncorporate injury (i.e., a decline in the value of a corporate claim) is not sufficient to demonstrate the existence of an injury to
corporate assets. In Tooley v. Donaldson, Lufkin, & Jenrette, Inc., 845 A.2d 1031 (Del. 2004), the Supreme Court of Delaware rejected
its prior cases requiring shareholders to show “special injury” to establish their individual claims (i.e., injury to the suing shareholders
that differs from all other shareholders), recognizing that injuries could fall on an entire class of claimants without the corporation
suffering any injury itself. “[A] direct, individual claim of stockholders that does not depend on harm to the corporation can also fall
on all stockholders equally, without the claim thereby becoming a derivative claim.” Id. at 1037.

100 See, e.g., Waslow v. Grant Thornton LLP, 212 B.R. 76, 82 (Bankr. E.D. Penn. 1997) (“The [c]omplaint alleges that, as a result of
Grant Thornton's wrongdoing, Debtor suffered damages in the nature of ‘lost profits.’ The estate's creditors have no standing to bring
suit to recover for Debtor's lost profits.”); Sturtevant v. Town of Winthrop, 732 A.2d 264 (Me. 1999) (denying a former shareholder
standing to bring a lost profits claim in absence of an assignment of contract to him by the corporation); Davis v. Md. Bank., N.A.,
No. C00-04191 SBA, 2002 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 26468 (N.D. Cal. 2002) (finding that the corporation's president and chief executive
officer lacked standing to bring claim for lost profits suffered by corporation).

101 For example, in F.D.I.C. v. O'Melveny & Myers, 969 F.2d 744 (9th Cir. 1992), rev'd and remanded on other grounds, 512 U.S. 79
(1994), the Ninth Circuit held that the F.D.I.C., standing in the shoes of a corporation, could recover for fees, costs, expenses “and
any losses on property purchased as a result of the offerings having closed, provided such losses can be documented with the requisite
level of certainty at trial.” Id. at 752. Lost profits are also recoverable in such cases. See Prof'l Rodeo Cowboys Assoc. v. Wilch,
Smith & Brock, 589 P.2d 510, 513 (Colo. Ct. App. 1978) (holding that a corporation may be injured by lost profits resulting from
accountant malpractice, but cannot recover for such losses absent evidence of expenses) (citing Lee v. Durango Music, 355 P.2d
1083 (Colo. 1960).

102 White v. Panic, 783 A.2d 543, 554 (Del. 2001) (internal quotes omitted).

103 See, e.g., Bokat v. Getty Oil Co., 262 A.2d 246 (Del. 1970) (finding that mismanagement which causes a decline in stock value injures
the corporation and can be enforced by derivative action).

104 See, e.g., Bivens Gardens Office Bldg., Inc. v. Barnett Banks of Florida, Inc., 140 F.3d 898 (11th Cir. 1998) (finding that stockholders
have derivative standing to sue under RICO for damages due to looting of corporation by executives); Manson v. Stacescu, 11 F.3d
1127 (2d Cir. 1993) (observing that injuries of plaintiffs, as obligors on a corporate loan, would be cured if looted assets were recovered
to the corporation). Where there is a controlling shareholder accused of looting, it may be possible for a minority shareholder to
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state an individual cause of action for looting. See Yanow v. Teal Industries, Inc., 422 A.2d 311 (Conn. 1979) (discussing the limited
possibilities a minority shareholder has to bring a case at action). Looting and embezzlement arise often in Ponzi scheme cases where
a corporation's insiders raise funds from unwitting investors and then remove those assets to fund their own lavish lifestyles. See,
e.g., Scholes v. Lehman, 56 F.3d 750, 754 (7th Cir. 1995) (Posner, J.) (Corporations
received money from unsuspecting, if perhaps greedy and foolish, investors. That money should have been used for the stated purpose
of the corporations' sale of interests in the limited partnerships, which was to trade commodities... [The asset transfers] removed
assets from the corporations for an unauthorized purpose and by doing so injured the corporations.
Id.); Knauer v. Jonathon Roberts Fin. Group, Inc., 348 F.3d 230 (7th Cir. 2003) (noting that the corporation was injured by
embezzlement of funds raised in Ponzi scheme); Mark A. McDermott, Ponzi Schemes and the Law of Fraudulent and Preferential
Transfers, 72 Am. Bankr. L.J. 157 (1998) (highlighting some challenges that a bankruptcy encounters regarding fraudulent and
preferential transfers).

105 See, e.g., Lochhead v. Alacano, 662 F. Supp. 230, 233 (D. Utah 1987) (“Courts have uniformly held that misappropriation of assets
injures the corporation primarily and individual shareholders only derivatively.”); Marcuccilli v. Ken Corp., 766 N.E.2d 444, 451
(Ind. Ct. App. 2002) (“The same holds true with respect to the action against Ken Corp. Count I there relates to the corporation's
loaning of its reserves to directors and/or their related business entities. The alleged damage was to the corporation itself because
of the misuse of corporate assets.”).

106 See, e.g., In re Gaylord Container Corp. Shareholders Litig., 747 A.2d 71, 80 (Del. Ch. 1999) (stating:
Therefore, why should damages be awarded to the enterprise to remedy the economic harm caused because its owners were not
permitted to sell their personal property? The mere fact that such an injury is to the economic property rights of all the stockholders
rather than to their voting rights does not make the injury suffered any less “special” and non-corporate.
Id.) (citation omitted).

107 See, e.g., Kurt M. Heyman & Patricia L. Enerio, The Disappearing Distinction Between Derivative and Direct Actions, 4 Del. L. Rev.
155, 156 (2001) (“A classic ‘direct’ claim is a claim for breach of the fiduciary duty of disclosure, which affects the stockholders
directly by impairing their ability to cast an informed vote on corporate matters, but does not affect the corporation itself (which, of
course, does not vote on corporate matters).”).

108 See, e.g., In re Tri-Star Pictures, Inc., Litig., 634 A.2d 319 (Del. 1993).

109 See, e.g., Hacienda Corp. v. White, 400 S.E.2d 323, 325 (1991); Thompson's Point, Inc. v. Safe Harbor Dev. Corp., 862 F. Supp.
594, 599 (D. N.C. 1994).

110 See, e.g., In re Enron Corp., 292 B.R. 507, 511 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (stating that:
As a matter of law, a right of action for injury to the property of a corporation or for destruction of its business is vested in the
corporation, not a shareholder, even though the harm may result in loss of earnings to the shareholder. Thus a corporate shareholder
has no individual right of action for personal damages caused solely by a wrong done to the corporation. Nevertheless, Texas makes
an exception to this general rule: a corporate shareholder may have an action for personal damages where the wrongdoer violates a
duty arising from contract or otherwise and owing directly by him to the stockholder.
Id.) (internal citations and quotations omitted).

111 Corporations are creations of law, not natural persons, and the dominant theoretical view of the corporation (in both economics and
corporate law) is the nexus of contracts paradigm, under which we understand most of modern corporate law to reflect contractual
decisions that shareholders, managers, creditors, employees, and others make (or would make) in forming, managing, and dealing with
the corporate enterprise. The basic contractarian theory of the corporation is well-described elsewhere. See, e.g., Frank Easterbrook
& Daniel R. Fischel, The Economic Structure of Corporate Law (1991). For criticism of the nexus of contracts approach, see, e.g.,
William W. Bratton, Jr., The “Nexus of Contracts” Corporation: A Critical Appraisal, 74 Cornell L. Rev. 407 (1989).

112 Cf. Haygood v. Chandler, NO. 12-02-00239-CV, 2003 Tex. App. LEXIS 9344, at *18 (Tex. App. Oct. 31, 2003) (stating that “there
is no feasible way a professional association, corporation, or partnership can experience mental suffering as a matter of law.”).

113 Cf. Scholes v. Lehman, 56 F.3d 750, 754 (7th Cir. 1995) (Posner, J.) (“[A]nything that helps a corporation helps those who have
claims against its assets.”). The converse is true as well.
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114 See, e.g., Margaret M. Blair, Locking in Capital: What Corporate Law Achieved for Business Organizers in the Nineteenth Century,
51 UCLA L. Rev. 387, 392 (2003) (stressing “the role that incorporation played in establishing a pool of assets that was not subject
to being liquidated or dissolved by any of the individual participants who might want to recover their investment”) (emphasis added).

115 See, e.g., Fagan v. La Gloria Oil & Gas Co., 494 S.W.2d 624 (Tex. Civ. App. 1973) (Creditors have only a derivative claim until the
firm is (1) insolvent (assets less than liabilities) and (2) ceases to do business in good faith where its management had no expectation
that it ever again would resume such good faith operation. At that point, the trust fund doctrine kicks in and the duties are direct to the
creditors.); Seidel v. McLaughlin, No. 01-36710-SAF-7, 2004 Bankr. LEXIS 1352, at *6 (Bankr. N.D. Tex. Sept. 10, 2004) (stating:
For a solvent corporation, the duty applies to the corporation and its shareholders. Upon insolvency, the fiduciary duty owed to the
shareholders may shift to the creditors. Under the Texas trust fund doctrine, ‘when a corporation (1) becomes insolvent and (2) ceases
doing business... [t]he officers and directors hold the corporate assets in trust for the corporate creditors.’
Id.) (citation omitted); Christian Otteson, Comment: Current Application of the Trust Fund Doctrine in Texas, 55 Baylor L. Rev.
313 (2003); see also Beloit Liquidating Trust v. Grade, 677 N.W.2d 298, 300 (Wis. 2004) (concluding that “in order for officers and
directors to have a fiduciary duty to creditors, a corporation must be both insolvent and no longer a going concern”).

116 As Judge Easterbrook once put it:
Recovery by the firm, followed by division according to entitlements, is especially important when the firm has landed in bankruptcy.
Suits by shareholders, guarantors, and the like may well be efforts to divert the debtor's assets--to pay off one set of creditors... while
keeping the proceeds out of the hands of the firm's other creditors.
Mid-State Fertilizer Co. v. Exch. Nat. Bank of Chicago, 877 F.2d 1333, 1336 (7th Cir. 1989).

117 See, e.g., Nicholson v. Ash, 800 P.2d 1352, 1356 (Co. App. 1990) (“Finally, by requiring the suit to be maintained for the corporation's
benefit, any proceeds resulting from the litigation will be treated as corporate assets and available to satisfy both creditors' and other
stockholders' claims.”); Simmons v. Miller, 544 S.E.2d 666, 674 (Va. 2001) (stating one reason for requiring corporation to bring
lawsuits for its injuries is “it protects corporate creditors by putting the proceeds of the recovery back in the corporation”).

118 See, e.g., Manson v. Stacescu, 11 F.3d 1127, 1132 (2d Cir. 1993) (requiring derivative standing for a corporation's looting claim
prevents some claimants from diverting the corporation's assets from other creditors whose claims have priority.... This is a particularly
important concern in the context of a RICO action brought by a shareholder, where a treble damage award under RICO would impair
the rights of prior claimants to the corporation's assets.
Id.) (citations omitted). Consider, for example, a wrongdoer who harms the corporation's assets in the amount of $90,000,000 where
$60,000,000 of this harm would, if passed through the corporation, fall on the creditors and $30,000,000 to the shareholders. Assume
further that the wrongdoer has total assets of only $120,000,000. If the shareholders are able to sue directly and obtain compensatory
damages of $30,000,000 and punitive damages of $60,000,000, then the total award to the shareholders is $30,000,000 + $60,000,000
or $90,000,000. This leaves only $30,000,000 to satisfy the $60,000,000 in loss to creditor interests. Ex ante, creditors might be loath
to lend money to a corporation in light of this possibility.

119 See, e.g., Citibank, N.A. v. Data Lease Fin. Corp. 828 F.2d 686, 692-93 (11th Cir. 1987) (stating that:
A more difficult issue is whether Data Lease has a direct cause of action against members of the Miami National board of directors.
It is an established rule that whenever a plaintiff sues in a stockholder capacity for corporate mismanagement, he must bring the suit
derivatively in the name of the corporation. The reason for this rule is that each shareholder suffers relatively in proportion to the
number of shares he owns and each will be made whole if the corporation obtains compensation or restitution from the wrongdoer. If
each shareholder could sue individually for his losses, the wrongdoer would be subject to as many suits... as there were stockholders
in the corporation.
Id.) (citations omitted); Nicholson v. Ash, 800 P.2d 1352, 1356 (Colo. Ct. App. 1990) (“In addition, however, the rule requiring that
such a claim be pursued on behalf of the corporation and for its benefit prevents a multiplicity of suits by the various stockholders
and assures that the corporation will be bound by the result of the litigation.”); Simmons v. Miller, 544 S.E.2d 666, 674 (Va. 2001)
(One reason for requiring corporation to bring lawsuits for its injuries is “it prevents a multiplicity of lawsuits by shareholders.”).

120 Further, the amount of injury would generally differ depending on the claimants' placement in the capital structure. Determining the
existence of an injury could be especially difficult near insolvency when it becomes hard to determine who the residual claimant
is. See generally, Lynn M. LoPucki, The Myth of the Residual Owner: An Empirical Study, 82 Wash. U. L.Q. (forthcoming 2005)
(providing evidence on the difficulty of determining the identity of a corporation's true residual claimant in bankruptcy).
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121 In addition, the presence or absence of particularly litigious corporate claimants among the corporation's shareholders or creditors
would necessarily affect the willingness of counterparties to contract with the corporation. This would both increase investigation
costs for potential counterparties (who would want to look and see whether or not the corporation had claimants likely to sue at the
drop of a hat) and would probably lead to voluntary but costly restrictions on alienability of corporate interests in the interest of
avoiding the presence of such litigious parties among the corporation's claimants.

122 The extent of this comfort may often be minimal, especially for professionals like auditors, with the decline of the privity concept.
See, e.g., Greycas, Inc. v. Proud, 826 F.2d 1560, 1564 (7th Cir. 1987) (Posner, J.) (discussing the decline of the privity limitation);
John A. Siliciano, Negligent Accounting and the Limits of Instrumental Tort Reform, 86 Mich. L. Rev. 1929, 1930 (1988) (stating
that tort reform has contributed to the decline of the privity limitation).

123 The concept of corporate injury also reduces the costs of detecting injuries to corporate assets and profits. The corporation's directors
and officers are in the best position to detect injuries to corporate assets. For that reason, it makes sense for shareholders, creditors,
employees, etc. to delegate to the corporation's officers and directors the task of monitoring harm to corporate assets and profits.
That said, however, while reduction of monitoring costs can explain why the role of detecting corporate harm is delegated to the
corporation's directors and officers, it would not necessarily, without more, explain why enforcement is not still delegated to individual
claimants. While delegated monitoring might explain why claimants would agree to delegate the monitoring role to corporate directors
and officers, it does not explain why, once detected, the individual claimants are not allowed to bring their own suits.

124 See generally J.B. Heaton, Settlement Pressure, Int. Rev. L. Econ. (forthcoming June 2005). Note, however, that this justification for
corporate injury is seemingly redundant to the class action device, which might also provide for collective litigation (and resulting
economies of scale) in a world without corporate injury. Corporate injury is superior to the class action device. First, the concept of
corporate injury puts the burden on corporate officers and directors to pursue litigation that otherwise might require a costly payment
to class action lawyers to organize the class. Second, the concept of corporate injury prevents opt outs.

125 See, e.g., Gregor Andrade & Steven N. Kaplan, How Costly is Financial (Not Economic) Distress? Evidence from Highly Leveraged
Transactions That Become Distressed, 53 J. Fin. 1443, 1446 (1998).

126 In Delaware for example, the legal test for waste is severe.
Directors are guilty of corporate waste, only when they authorize an exchange that is so one sided that no business person of ordinary,
sound judgment could conclude that the corporation has received adequate consideration. If reasonable, informed minds might
disagree on the question, then in order to preserve the wide domain over which knowledgeable business judgment may safely act, a
reviewing court will not attempt to itself evaluate the wisdom of the bargain or the adequacy of the consideration.
Glazer v. Zapata Corp., 658 A.2d 176, 183 (Del. Ch. 1993). Such a stringent legal test may naturally push plaintiffs to pursue less
well-defined alternatives, and the unpayable debt theory may fit the bill. One question is the extent to which the new deepening
insolvency cause of action bears resemblance to the claim for wrongful trading under the British Insolvency Act of 1986 § 214. See
Sabrina Bruno, Personal Liability of Corporate Directors under English Common Law and Italian Civil Law, 2 U.C. Davis J. Int'l
L. & Policy 37 (1996); John Armour et al., Corporate Ownership Structure and the Evolution of Bankruptcy Law: Lessons from the
United Kingdom, 55 Vand. L. Rev. 1699 (2002). Interestingly, a claim for wrongful trading must be brought by the corporation's
liquidator and not by the corporation's directors. The cause of action for wrongful trading requires, among other things, that the
directors of a liquidated insolvent corporation should have known that the corporation could not avoid liquidation and failed to take
steps necessary to minimize losses to creditors. See Daniel D. Prentice, Some Aspects of the Law Relating to Corporate Groups in
the United Kingdom, 13 Conn. J. Int'l L. 305, 326 (1999).

127 Courts occasionally seem to notice this fact. See, e.g., Colotone Liquidating Trust v. Bankers Trust N.Y. Corp., 243 B.R. 620, 622
(S.D.N.Y. 2000) (stating that:
In order to recover for fraud or breach of fiduciary duty, a plaintiff must establish not only the misconduct complained of, but
injury flowing from that misconduct. The second amended complaint here alleges no injury to Colotone caused by the alleged deceit
practiced upon its trade creditors. On the contrary, there is every reason to suppose that Colotone was the beneficiary of any such
deceit because it would have resulted in its receiving goods and services, the obligation to pay for which was discharged in bankruptcy.
Id.); In re RSL Com Primecall, No. 01-11457, 2003 WL 22989669, at *5 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Dec. 11, 2003) (stating that:
The intentional distortion of a corporation's financial picture and its solvency, for the purpose of misleading creditors to extend goods
and services, is undoubtedly wrongful. But absent an allegation of direct injury to the corporation, or a diversion of goods and services
from the company, it cannot be presumed that the alleged wrongful concealment of [the corporation's] insolvency from creditors
harmed or injured [the corporation].
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Id.).

128 Cf. Knauer v. Jonathon Roberts Fin. Group, Inc., 348 F.3d 230, 234 n.4 (7th Cir. 2003) (“In a Ponzi scheme such as this one, however,
where the Ponzi fraud pervaded the entire entity at all relevant times, we cannot find a justiciable injury. At least at the sales stage
of the Ponzi scheme, every dollar tortiously produced was revenue to Heartland.”).

129 Recall Schacht v. Brown, 711 F.2d 1343, 1350 (7th Cir. 1983) which rejected the idea “that the fraudulent prolongation of a
corporation's life beyond insolvency is automatically to be considered a benefit to the corporation's interests. This premise collides
with common sense, for the corporate body is ineluctably damaged by the deepening of its insolvency, through increased exposure
to creditor liability.” Id.

130 Schacht, 711 F.2d at 1350.

131 See, e.g., Coroles v. Sabey, 79 P.3d 974, 983 (Utah Ct. App. 2003) (“Although deepening insolvency might harm a corporation's
shareholders, it does not, without more, harm the corporation itself.”).

132 See Henry Hansmann & Reinier Kraakman, The Essential Role of Organizational Law, 110 Yale L.J. 387 (2000) (arguing that an
essential role of organizational law is asset partitioning).

133 Caplin v. Marine Midland Grace Trust Co., 406 U.S. 416 (1972).

134 See, e.g., Bryan D. Hull, A Void in Avoidance Powers? The Bankruptcy Trustee's Inability to Assert Damages Claims on Behalf of
Creditors Against Third Parties, 46 U. Miami L. Rev. 263 (1991) (discussing Congress's consideration of adopting a law effectively
overruling the holding in Caplin).

135 See, e.g., Williams v. Cal. 1st Bank, 859 F.2d 664, 667 (9th Cir. 1988) (holding that a trustee lacked authority to bring suit on security
claims).

136 See, e.g., Welt v. Sirmans, 3 F. Supp. 2d 1396, 1402-03 (S.D. Fla. 1997) (refusing to impute wrongdoing to a bankruptcy trustee where
“any recovery by the Trustee would serve to properly compensate the victims of the wrongdoing,” identified not as the corporation
itself but “the creditors” despite facts suggesting that the general rule of imputation would apply). Some courts point out the run
around of Caplin inherent in this approach and are understandably unwilling to make it. See, e.g., Securities Investor Prot. Corp. v.
Capital City Bank, 296 B.R. 243, 256 (Bankr. N.D. Fla. 2003) (stating that:
However, if the proposition is advanced that a trustee stands in larger shoes because he represents creditors and shareholders, and
a director's fraud should not be imputed to the trustee because if so, these other parties will be denied the benefit of a recovery, we
end up violating a basic rule of bankruptcy: that a trustee in bankruptcy cannot assert claims on behalf of the creditors of the estate.
The Welt court, in an equity argument, allowed the trustee to assert the claims of creditors that did not belong to the estate, a position
not supported by prevailing case law.
Id.) (citations omitted). Part of the confusion arises from a line of cases where courts find no imputation to a receiver or trustee
when that would prevent recovery of a fraudulent transfer. See, e.g., Scholes v. Lehmann, 56 F.3d 750 (7th Cir. 1995) (Posner, J.).
In Scholes, Judge Posner stated that in pari delicto should not apply to a receiver since “the defense of in pari delicto loses its sting
when the person who is in pari delicto is eliminated.” Id. at 754. If taken as a general statement that in pari delicto does not apply
under most states' law of receivership, the statement would be wrong. But Scholes was a fraudulent conveyance case and receivers
can typically recover fraudulent conveyances on behalf of creditors. See also Knauer v. Jonathon Roberts Fin. Group, Inc., 348 F.3d
230, 236 (7th Cir. 2003) (holding that there is no imputation to receiver if the case had involved a fraudulent conveyance). The same
is true for bankruptcy trustees recovering fraudulent conveyances under federal bankruptcy law. See, e.g., McNamara v. PFS, 334
F.3d 239 (3d Cir. 2003) (In pari delicto does not bar a trustee's fraudulent conveyance action brought under section 548 of the Federal
Fraudulent Conveyance Statute.).

137 Interestingly, both Cenco v. Seidman & Seidman, 686 F.2d 449 (7th Cir. 1982) (Posner, J.) and Schacht v. Brown, 711 F.2d 1343 (7th
Cir. 1983) offer a deterrence and compensation analysis in their outcomes.

138 Feltman v. Prudential Bache Sec., 122 B.R. 466, 475 (S.D. Fla. 1990). Of course, if some creditors actually joined the fraud, there
may be other avenues to allow just distribution of the recovery, including equitable subordination in bankruptcy. But where those
creditors did nothing wrong to warrant equitable subordination, recovery through the corporation may only haphazardly flow to the
victims of fraud. Corporate law scholar Doug Baird, has pointed out to me how a similar form of overcompensation occurs when
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subsequent creditors benefit from the trustee's avoidance of fraudulent conveyances under 11 U.S.C. 544(b) (2004) that took place
before credit was extended to the subsequent creditors.

139 This situation could arise if, for example, senior unsecured bank creditors had lent money to the corporation before the fraud began,
and the new debt was raised based on fraudulent representations in later public debt offerings.

140 In addition, and related to compensation concerns, the second version of deepening insolvency may deter value-maximizing efforts
to restructure corporations outside of bankruptcy if creditors are reluctant to assist in out-of-court restructurings for fear of incurring
liability for “fraudulent expansion of corporate debt and prolongation of corporate life.” Cf. In re Global Serv. Group LLC, No.
01-15666(SMB), 2004 Bankr. LEXIS 1702 (Bankr. S.D.N.Y. Nov. 4, 2004) (dismissing complaint brought by trustee of failed limited
liability company against lender accused of fraudulently expanding company's debt and prolonging its existence).

141 For example, some creditors may have demonstrably relied on fraudulent financial statements, while others may not have. Cf. Begier
v. Price Waterhouse, 81 B.R. 303, 306 (E.D. Penn. 1987) (holding the bankruptcy trustee did not have standing to bring a creditor's
personal claims against an auditor when that claim required proof of individual reliance); In re Rehabilitation of Centaur Insurance
Co., 606 N.E. 2d 291, 301-02 (Ill App. Ct. 1992) (holding “policyholder's fraud and reckless misrepresentation claims would not be
reasserted by rehabilitator” because the claims were personal).
Applying all of the controlling principles to the present case, we conclude that the Rehabilitator lacks standing to pursue Hartford's
fraud claim and reckless misrepresentation claim. It is true that other creditors in addition to Hartford, and Centaur itself, could
also have relied on the erroneous financial statements. However, the tort requires each of these parties to prove that its reliance was
justified, based on the particular facts that each possessed or should have possessed. In other words, each party's claim is presumptively
personal.
Id. at 301-02.

142 See Caplin v. Marine Midland Grace Trust Co., 406 U.S. 416, 431-32 (1972). Of course, if collective action problems dominate and
creditors are unlikely to bring their own lawsuits, then there might be a role for action by a bankruptcy trustee. While class action
litigation can be criticized as inefficient, it at least has well-defined opt out mechanisms that allow creditors who wish to bring their
actions directly to do so.
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